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1.

INHBDUCnCN

1.1
Ihe Second CLICOM Experts Meeting was held in the Headquarters of the
National Weather Service of the U.S.A. in Silver Spring, Md., U.S.A., just
outside of Washington, D.C, 18-22 May, 1992. There were 16 experts in
attendance from the all WMO Regions (See Annex I, List of participants).
1.2
Dr. Elbert W. Friday, Director of the National Weather Service (NWS)
and the Permanent Representative of the U.S.A. with the WMO, greeted the
participants and extended his best wishes for the success of the very
important CLICOM Project. The group was also greeted by Dr. Ronald Lavoie,
Director of the Office of Meteorology of the National Weather Service and
Mr. Danny Foster, Chief of the Project Management Branch within the
International Activity Division of the NWS.
1.3
Mr. M. Crowe, Representative of the WMO Secretariat, on behalf of the
Secretary-Ceneral of the WMO, Prof. G.O.P. Obasi, welcomed all participants
and stressed the importance of the CLICOM Project for the World Climate Data
and Monitoring Programme. He thanked the U.S.A. for their contribution to the
CLICOM Project and for their hosting of the Meeting. The help provided by Mr.
Paul Llanso of the NWS was particularly acknowledged. Then Mr. Crowe reviewed
the main issues of this meeting as follows:

-

review of the current status of the CLICOM Project;
discuss the issues related to new CLICOM software;
make recommendations for the future.

1.4
Mr. Llanso, USA CLICOM Project manager, was elected chairman. The
agenda as adopted by the meeting is contained in Annex II. All
recommendations from the experts are contained in the text in bold type as
well as being presented in a separate list of recommendations (See Annex III).
2.

STATUS OF THE CLIOCM PROJECT

2.1
Mr. Llanso recalled the difference between installed and implemented
CLICOM systems which had been formulated by the CLICOM experts in Paris,
September, 1989 (See, WCDP-9 Publication) and asked that the group consider
this difference in discussing the issues of CLICOM status.
2.2
Dr. A. Laptev, Scientific Officer of the World Data and Monitoring
Programme, distributed materials from the database on current status of the
CLICOM systems in the countries (Annexes IV-V). Annex 5 includes information
concerning responses to the March, 1991 circular letter asking WMO Members for
inventories of data on their CLICOM systems. The representatives of the WMO
Secretariat also noted that a follow-up questionnaire to further determine
CLICOM status among the users had been distributed 24 April, 1992. The
importance fdr the WB£) Secretariat to maintain a current «database of the
status of CLIOCM systems in the various countries for future oo-ordinatlon
activities, was underscored.
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2.3
Mr. Crowe reviewed the recommendations from Paris CLICCM Experts
Meeting. It was concluded that most of them have been accomplished in the WMO
Secretariat and in the countries (See Annex VI). Of the 20 recommendations,
those yet to be accomplished, include only:
A)

Development of an operations manual to be distributed globally to
CLICCM users;
A manual was developed at the Zimbabwe Meteorological Service
aided by consultants. This may be used as a framework for further
development;

B)

Expand element numbers and definitions;
This has been done at certain sites only. The experts expressed
caution at further complication of the system;

C)

Inventories of CLICOM databases should be provided to Secretariat
once each year;
Not routinely done, but two inventory oriented questionnaires have
been distributed by Secretariat (March, 1991 and April, 1992) ;

D)

Develop Area Support Centres;
None exist now but terms of reference have been produced; some
small amount of consultancy funding exists and Malaysia has
expressed a direct interest in supporting (helping) CLICCM
installations in Regions II and V.

2.4
A round-table discussion took place with each participant describing
their current knowledge of CLICOM installations and implementations. It
became apparent that there existed many levels of iitplementations among the
CLICOM users. The group was pleased to note not only the number of CLICOM
installations which are either fully or partially implemented, but also the
high degree of expertise which is developing in the CLICOM network of
installations. In particular, the group discussed the difference between the
fundamental purpose of CLICOM , which is the development of a climate data
base, and the vital need for the development of application products which can
be created from that data base.
2.5
Table 1 represents the summary of available information on the CLICOM
inplementation. Countries are divided into three categories:
Fully implemented (CLICOM installed, data regularly entered,
system is or may be used for generating of some climatological
products);
Partially implemented (CLICOM installed, data partially entered,
system not regularly in use for generating climatological
products);
Unknown/not implemented (CLICOM installed but no information on
its implementation).
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Table 1
i M P U M a m a n c N S T A T U S O F CXJOOM

SYSTEMS

as of May, 1992
Region

Fully implemented

P a r t i a l l y implemented

Unknown o r
not implemented

RA I
RA II
RA III
RA IV
RA V
RA VT

17
5
5
7
5
5

15
4
1
6
4
8

10
10
4
8

TOTAL:

44

38

42

10

The experts agreed that the information in Table 1 would be used
far planning of the future W D training far CUCXlf 3.0 installation, and far
follow-up training as well.
2.6
The experts, who were representatives of Meteorological Services,
gave information concerning CLICOM status in their countries:
Malaysia

Fully operational, planning of monthly bulletin
publication; have begun a CLICOM Users Group (CLUG).

Bahrain

Data entry and archiving procedures are fully
implemented, some applications products using commercial
packages; archive contains monthly data from 1902, daily
data from 1982 to present.

Zambia

Fully operational, data exported for applications,
developed programme to display data in response to early
warning community's persistant request;

Kenya

Fully operational - In addition linked to main frame data
processing system. Drought Monitoring Centre collecting
CLICOM-based data from some of the 21 participating
countries;

Martinique/
Guadeloupe

Fully operational since October, 1990; preparing
regular climatological bulletins; modified software to
allow routine generation of ten-day products; routinely
use commercial software for applications;

- 4 Tanzania

Operational, with very large database, issuing of Agromet
Bulletin;

Uganda

Data entry under way, ready for generating of certain
Monthly reports

Chile

Fully operational - generating products since 1990;

France

Has distributed/implemented CLICOM in francophone
countries. CLIGOM planned for Laos, Benin;

Canada

Useful on a regional basis, keying of data, not in use in
National Meteorological Service;

Netherland
Antilles

Importing large amount of data into CLIO0M system, some
difficulties. Processed data for four other Caribbean
islands;

Niger

CLIOCM in use, CLIGOM is used for quality control of
climate data. Also make use of "SuTVT" and "CLIMBASE"
software;

Costa Rica

Lack of personnel for key endtry. Not fully
implemented. Problems with creation of archival data
base;

USA

CLICOM systems are used in many States, but usage has
recently declined;

UK

CLICOM is used in 2 Universities and 1 Research
Institute.

2.7
The experts again stressed the inpartance of the establishment of the
Area Support Centres for CLICOM (ASC). The term of reference for the ASC can
be found in Annex VTI. The chairman stressed the responsibility of the
experts to continue their efforts to assist their neighbors.
2.8
The group underlined the value of the CLICOM News published regularly
by the WND Secretariat, using the inputs from the CLICOM experts. It was noted
that the last issue, No.7 has a lot of useful information for the CLICOM users
as well as for CLICOM experts and CLICOM developers.
2.9
The group noted that a 2-week training seminar is not long enough to
check hardware, to install software and to train staff in the most countries.
Some difficulties noted were the additional expense of increasing the length
of training and the availability of trainers for longer periods. The group
reccBBmarsfed to the Secretariat to consider possible ways to increase the
effectlviness of training.
2.10

It was recognised from the discussion that some countries use other
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FREELANCE etc which are not in the specification of CLIOOM commercial packages
but which are available in the countries. The group agreed that this may
improve CLIGOM implementation in the countries but that the purchase of such
packages was contingent upon the availability of funds.
2.11
The participants presented many examples of using CUCCM for
production of several types of the climatological bulletins (the bulletins in
the Drought Monitoring Centre of Kenya, the AGROMET bulletin in SADCC
countries, the bulletins in Chile, the bulletins in Guadeloupe etc). It was
stressed that such products have great value and a reccnmendation was made to
all countries to strive to produce the similar bulletins.
3.

THE NEW CUCCM 3.0 SOFTWARE

3.1
Ms. Jackie Lord of the US CUCCM development team presented the main
features of new CUOCM version 3.0. The major differences between CUCCM
version 2.1 and 3.0 were discussed in detail. The major new features include
a built in graphics capability, use of improved DATAEASE 4+ features;
improved forms management; improved "help" facility and corrections for
program errors. A more detailed list of CUCCM 3.0 new features and main
changes is included in Annex VIII.
3.2
Mr. Andy Goss of the National Climate Data Centre (NCDC) of the U.S.A.
presented how CUCCM 3.0 will produce Standard Climatological Normals and
Provisional Normals ( See Annex IX) as it was defined in the WCDP - No. 10
Publication "Calculation of Monthly and 30-Year Standard Normals". His
testing indicated that Normals calculation Methods (a), (b), (c) and (e) from
the publication mentioned above are implemented properly in CUCCM 3.0.
These include calculations of: a) monthly precipitation totals; b) days
with precipitation more than 1mm; c) average monthly temperature and e)
sunshine totals.
3.3
The NCDC Upper-Air quality control (QC) procedures were also presented
by Mr. A. Goss and discussed by the participants (See Annex X). These
procedures include double-keying of manuscript data, preliminary quality
control and checks for a number of thermodynamic variables. The experts
recognized that the CUCCM QC procedure for upper-air data are not as
elaborate as NCDC's, but will flag and correct most of the common data
problems. They have been simplified in CUCCM 3.0 so their results are
predictable.
3.4
Ms. J. Lord made an overview of the CUCCM 3.0 graphics capabilities
which provide users with four plot types: time series, map/area, sounding and
wind-rose. The major graphics capabilities of CUCCM 3.0 were discussed by the
group in detail and explained by developers during practical exercises of
participants with CUCCM in a workshop atmosphere using the microcomputers
loaded with test data. The graphics discussion notes are attached as
Appendices XI and XII.
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INSEMXAnCN AND UPGRADING OF CLIŒM

4.1
The members of the US CLIOOM development team presented the
installation and upgrading issues. Brief notes of their presentations are
contained in Annex XIII. (Most of the experts reported that both installation
and upgrade tests were successful on the first attempt.)
4.2
Mr. Boi Vuong of the US development team presented the preparatory
issues of installation and upgrade of new commercial software. It was
stressed that the upgrade process of DataEase 2.5 to DataEase 4+ is complex,
due to the large number of files that must be modified or installed, and that
the archived data must be protected from corruption during the process.
4.3
The experts developed and reccmnended an orderly procedure for
upgrading of the commercial software (DataEase version 2.5 to 4x - first, DOS
version 3.30 to 4x or 5.0 - second). If a hard disk is repartitioned first,
the upgrade process will not work. Upgrading DataEase first will keep the
DataEase System files in the same drive and directory. Upgrading DOS in the
second step will avoid changing the drive letter that has been assigned in
CLICOM batch files if the user intends to repartition his hard disk.
4.4
It was recommended to use DOS 5.0 instead of DOS 4x hpcanse new
features in DOS 5.0 result in iiiproving CLIOOM speed and performance, and in
saving memory when running the IBM PC LAN. DOS 5.0 also includes the DOS
Editor, a full-screen text editor with drop-down menus that a user can use to
create or modify text files. Thus the purchase of Norton Editor is no longer
necessary . Hie experts agreed that far new installations only DOS 5.0 should
be used.
4.5
If upgrading to DOS 5.0, it was recommended upgrading DataEase to
version 4.x and IBM PC LAN to version 1.34 because DOS 5.0 is unable to access
DataEase 2.5 from the reader's (data entry) computer on the network. The
instructions to upgrade IBM PC LAN program and DOS 5.0 can be found in
Appendix XIV. If a DOS upgrade is done from 3.3 to 4x or 5.0 and you have an
IBM 3363 Optical Disk Drive, you must upgrade your Optical Disk program to
version 1.02D
4.6
The group recommended to the users, if possible, to load CLICOM 3.0 on
another computer to run simultaneous operations far both versions of CLICOM
until upgrading has been completed and tested successfully.
4.7
A reoommendation was made to use compression techniques (eg. STACKER
software) far backing-up of all current CLICOM files.
4.8
The experts stressed the importance of using Memory Management
software (eg. QEttf or HD9EM and EMC86 of DOS 5.0) to improve the efficiency
of the CLICOM System.
4.9
The experts recommended that the installation and updating procedures
should have a clear explanation of the reasons far the ordering of the
procedures and warnings against upgrading unless all criteria are met. It was
noted that Annex US in the "Getting Started" guide covers this issue.
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STANDING ISSUES CONCERNING CLICOM DEVELOHfENT

The experts shared their views concerning the present use of CLIGOM
stressing associated problems and solutions to these problems.
5.1

Data Exchange and Import

5.1.1
Data transfer and exchange issues were discussed by the participants.
It was noted that Kenya has some experience with transferring data from a
VAX-machine to CLICOM, Zambia has developed a DQL (DataEase Query Language)
reports/files to export climatological data from CLICOM, France uses DQL to
produce CLIMAT messages from the CLICOM data base. Bahrain accomplishes
exports through DataEase's Full Reports (DQL) facility. The United Kingdom
noted using Xeno to read Cpm and other formats of diskettes in IBM
PC-ccmptatible drives. Data transfer procedures have also been developed in
Belgium at the International Data Co-ordinateur Centre of the IRM, which is a
cranpcment of WMO, DARE programme.
5.1.2
It was stressed that all data exports for external data exchange must
include the metadata: station geography, element definitions, etc.
5.2

Quality Control and Metadata

5.2.1
Data quality control (QC) issues were considered by the experts. It
was agreed that very simple QC-procedures would be desirable during keying of
data. The group was of a divided opinion on the cost effectiveness of a
double keying of data. The French have developed a TWF file printout
capability which facilitates the data-entry quality control process. The
group also stressed the importance of proper management of the data-entry
staff with particular regard to appropriate break periods during each day. It
was finally stressed that using of these procedures depends very much on the
experience of the key-entry staff available and should! be optional.
5.2.2
A decision of rounding methodology (e.g. in the calculation of means)
focused on the importance of the statistical correctness of the procedures
useed within CLIOOM. The CLICOM process was explained and the experts endorsed
it.
5.2.3. The group noted that the expanded graphics capability of CLICOM 3.0
will allow for an appreciably increased capability for users to quality
control data.
5.2.4
The experts stressed the importance of the introduction of doubtful
value and accumulated precipitation flags into the archived data stream and
urged the developers to include this capability in CLICOM 3.0. A task group
was formed and specifically recommended:
-

The use of code "C" to indicate that
has been accumulated for a number of
intermediate days, the precipitation
and the code field would contain the

a precipitation measurement
days. For the first and the
value field would contain 0
code C. On day of

- 8 accumulation, the value field would contain the measured value and
the C code.
-

The use of 2 new codes which would indicate if a doubtful value,
coded "D", is too high or low (coded perhaps "H" or "L").
Same as it would be for the daily values, the accumulated
precipitation values would be "estimated", "doubtful", "doubtful
high value" or "doubtful low value". Code definitions would
therefore be needed.

5.3

Archiving

5.3.1
The group engaged in a discussion of CLICOM archiving procedures
relating to the requirements of both data managers and applications oriented
users. Mr. I. Dale discussed the basic iirportance of the ability of a CLICOM
site to use its archived data in an efficient manner. He stressed the need
for training in the development of different application data sets and
products from archived data. The group was informed that Mr. Dale was
developing a CLICOM-users applications guide for use with CLICCM 3.0 in
conjunction with the World Climate Applications and Services Programme of the
WCP.
5.3.2
Several experts discussed archiving procedures which they use.
Mr. W. Shaw described the archiving procedure as used in Bahrain (See
Annex XV). Mr. L.S. Tan presented a step by step guide of how to load and
archive CLICOM data as it is done in Malaysia (See Annex XVT). He recommended
an archiving option which allows the selection of parameters. Mr. D. Stuber
offered software developed by France, which allows the down-loading of subsets
of the element database file(s) to diskette.
5.3.3
Mr. J. Murillo of Mexico informed the group that Mexico has daily data
from 1969-1983 to put on CLICOM but a "bottle-neck" for CLICCM in his country
is a DataEase 2.5 limitation to the maximum number of records. They archive
the CLICOM data on floppies and a problem is to put together all data and
divide them into small data sets for the hard disk of a micrc>-camputer. The
group noted, however, that DATAEASE"4+ does away with this maxiinum record
limitation. Mexico has many CLICOM sites and they want to have separate data
bases (data files) for each Mexican site. It was noted that this approach may
be interesting for other federal states or regional centres (eg. AGRHYMET,
Drought Monitoring Centres etc.)
5.4

Local Area Networking

5.4.1
The group discussed many issues related to the use of a Local Area
Network (LAN) with CLICOM. It was recalled that the concept of IAN in CLICOM
is principally to be able to transfer data to the main PC's data base from the
data entry PC's which have no hard disks. It was also noted that procedures
for data transfer between data-entry and data base machines using floppy
diskettes have been developed and they are in use at several CLICOM
installations.
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The experts had different views on the usefulness on the current
recommended CLICOM LAN configuration. Problems with installation, integrity
and security were cited as drawbacks to LAN configurations, as well as
competition for the system facilities between data-entry and other data
management and product generation procedures. However, these problems do not
preclude a succesful use of the network configuration.
5.4.3
Due to the complexity of the problem and to the many new LAN products
available on the market, the experts I H X emended that additional study should
be node into the using of LAN with CLICOM. Countries should carefully
détermine whether to use IAN for CLIGCM operations depending on the experiance
of the local staff.
5.5

Memory Management

5.5.1
The group noted that PC LAN uses a lot of Random Access Memory (RAM)
and this was one of the major problems during the CLIGCM installation
trainings in 1991 (See CLICOM News, Issue No.7). The experts noted that
DOS"5.0 has memory management capabilities which allow using the extended or
expanded memory of PC (See MS-DOS 5.0 User's Guide and Reference Manual).
Extended memory is available only on systems with 80286 or higher processors.
A reference document was introduced, an article about PC memory from the IBM
PC User Group CONNECTIVITY, March" 1992. This article was considered very
informative by the experts and will be considered for inclusion in CLICOM
News, Issue No. 8.
5.5.2
The importance of this was noted and the group recommended the use of
memory management software tools to get more free RAM far data management and
data processing.
6.

CLICOM MANAGEMENT

6.1

Maintenance

6.1.1
The group was informed by Mr. Llanso that the U.S.A. will continue the
maintenance of the CLICOM core software and agreed that the FORTRAN source and
object code for the CLICOM core system routines should only be available upon
special request to users with demonstrated need and expertise. This was an
affirmation of the same concept which was introduced at the first global
CLICOM experts meeting.
6.1.2
The experts discussed some issues linked with CLICOM hardware
maintenance. It was noted that the U.S.A. and France check all CLICOM
equipment running CLICOM software before sending it to the recipient
countries. This procedure helps ensure that the system will run properly when
installed in the recipient country upon arrival of the training expert.
6.1.3
It was also noted that spare parts are much more expensive and
difficult to find in the developing countries. The experts again noted the
value of the Area Support Centres for CLICOM (ASC) and reoommended that some
supply of the CLICOM spare hardware should be considered to be stored at ASCs.
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6.1.4
A number of other ideas concerning the maintenance of software were
discussed;
-

6.2

Aaguiring a reducdant system to keep operations going if spare
parts problems cannot be quickly resolved;
Workshops for electronic technicians as was done in Kenya;
Have spare parts funds available in special W O fund;
Recipient countries should investigate maintenance contracts;
Maintenance contract costs are very much higher if a system is
imported, rather then bought in recipient country.

Training

6.2.1
One group stressed the importance of CLIOOM training and tutorials.
The CLJXXtf 3.0 Tutorial is under way in the university of Beading, UK. Some
experts expressed an urgent need to translate the CLIOOM 3.0 Reference manual
and Tutorial from English to French and Spanish (as a minimum). The group
asked the f#4D Secretariat to find necessary funds, donors or volunteers to
carry out these translations as well as to publish the mauals and tutorials.
Some experts also asked far the development of a very clear, "getting started"
guide.
6.2.2
The group also asked the Secretariat to investigate ways of preparing
and distributing of the CLIOOM 3.0 diskettes as well as upgrading of the
commercial packages (DataBase, ODSORT, DOS etc) for the countries which will
upgrade their CLIOOM systems.
6.2.3
The experts concurred that upgrading of CLIOOM 2.1 to 3.0 should be
made upon requests from the countries to the WM0 Secretariat. The priority
should be given to the countries which have fully implemented CLIC0M 2.1,
which have a CLICOM data archive and have an urgent need to use new CLICOM
capabilities. It was also considered a good idea to combine the follow-up
training with upgrading CLIOOM to 3.0.
6.2.4
The group recommended that countries should be advised against
upgrading to version 3.0 unless their systems met the following minimums: 386
computer with 2MB RAM, 150 MB hard disk, (VGA monitor), DOS 5.0, DataBase 4.2.
6.2.5
The French experts announced that France will have regional CLIOOM
internships in Guadeloupe and Martinique which will accommodate 1 or 2
students at a time.
6.2.6
The representatives of the Secretariat informed the participants that
WM0 plans to organize several meetings and seminars related to the CLIOOM
training and planning issues in 1992 and 1993.
6.2.7
The experts agreed that before follow-up training for a specific
country, that the country send a backup of its DataBase database before the
training. This would greatly help the expert providing the training.
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Associated Software

6.3.1
The group discussed CLICCM associated programmes which can be very
effective in conjunction with the CLICCM software. The experts identified the
following packages:
RAHMAN

SUIVI

UFUJATA

7.

developed for Famine Early Warning System (FEWS)
project, Bureau for Africa, USAID, Washington D.C.,
20523, U.S.A.
developed by FAO (AGRHYMET/Zimbabwe) to deal with
decadal data. For more information (see Annex XVTI) or
contact Mr. Peter Hoefsloot, FAO-GCPS/RAF/232/JPN, P.O.
Box 3720 Harare, Zimbabwe
a CLICCM compatible programme for calculation of
meteorological inputs to agricultural research
developed by Mr. Iwan Supit (Hopeless Production) with
help from Mr. Roger Stern (ICRISAT). For more
information (see Annex XVIII).

REOCIMENDATION FOR THE FUTURE

7.1
The question of the DataEase Data Base Management System (DBMS) in the
future versions of CLICCM was addressed. It was noted that there are new
powerful database management packages available which are faster than DataEase.
7.1.1
It was noted that the DataEase package is maintained by the DataEase
International which has a wide network of international distributers. The
cost of a DataEase upgrade is much less than the cost of any full and new DBMS
package and the latest version 4.5 DataEase has many new features.
7.1.2
The experts realized that the resources needed to change to another
DBMS were substantial, as the CLICCM core software is constructed to exploit
the unique characteristics and structure of DataEase's file system.
7.1.3
The group recommended that no major change be made in the CLICCM
database software until a thorough user requirements study be conducted to
indentify countries' exceptional climate data management needs.
7.2
The group was informed by the CLICCM developers that several
additional months of development were necessary before the release of
CLICCM 3.0.
7.2.1
The group discussed future improvements in the CLICCM software. The
summary of the new features which will be considered for version 3.1 of CLICCM
is in Annex XLX.
8.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

The experts agreed that the Secretariat would finish the meeting
report with the Chairman's assistance.
9.

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING
The meeting was closed at 1330 p.m.
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Ms. L. Leskinen
c/o UNDP
P.O. Box 9182
DAR-ES-SAIAAM
Tanzania
Tel: (00255) 5132591
Fax:
"
"
Telex: 61061

Mr. L. Carrasco Care
Direccion Meteorologica de Chile
Casilla 717
SANTIAGO
Chile
Tel: (00562) 601-9001
Fax: (00562) 6019590/6019537

Mr. C. Mandar
Climatologie/Etudes
Service Météorologique Interregional
Antilles-Guyanne
Aérodrome du Raizet
B.P. 285
97158 POINT A PITRE CEDEX
Guadeloupe
Tel: (19590) 821425

Mr. I. Dale
Department of Applied Statistics
University of Reading
Whiteknights, P.O. Box 217
READING, RG6 2AN
United Kingdom
Tel: (0044) 734 318025
Fax: (0044) 734 314404

Mr. R. Masika
Meteorological Department
Dagoretti Corner
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI
Kenya
Tel: (002541) 567880
Fax: (992542) 567888
Telex 22208 WEATHER

Mr. A. Goss
National Climatic Center
Federal Building, Room 127
ASHEvILLE
U.S.A.
Tel: (001) 704 2590848
Fax: (001) 704 2590876

Mr. J. Murillo
Av. Observatorio 192
Col. Observatorio
11860 MEXICO, D.F.
Mexico
Tel: + (5) 2778828
Fax: + (5) 2770878
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Mr. S. Mwangala
Meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30200
LUSAKA 10100
Zambia
Tel: (002601) 228939
Fax: (002601) 252728
Telex: ZA 41450

Mr. Tan Lee Seng
Malaysian Meteorological Service
Jalan Sultan
46667 PETALING JAYA SELANGOR
Tel: (00603) 7564335
Fax: (00603) 7550964
Telex: 37243 MA

Mr. A. Saulesleja
Canadian Climate Centre
Atmospheric Environment Service
4905 Dufferin Street
DOWNWSVTEW, Ontario M3H 5T4
Canada
Tel: (001416) 739-4218
Fax: (001416) 739-4297
Telex: 06-36700611 MEX CA

Mr. D. Stuber
Météo-France, S3C/INF
1, Quai Branly
75007 PARIS
France
Tel: (0033) 1 45567113
Fax: (0033) 1 45667111
Telex: ,ETFRAM 633639f

Dr. W. Shaw
P.O. Box 144
MANAMA, BAHRAIN
Arabian Gulf
Tel: (00973) 321175, Ext. 208
Fax: (00973) 320630

Mr. A. Traore
Service Météorologique du Niger
B.P. 218
NIAMEY
Niger
Tel: (00227) 732160
Fax: (00227) 733837

USA CLICOM Team
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

J. Lord
P.D. Llanso
S. Katz
Boi Vuong

NOAA/NWS
1325 East-West Highway
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
U.S.A.
Tel: (001) 301 7131784
Fax: (001) 301 5874524
WMO Secretariat

World Meteorological Organization
Mr. M. Crowe
Chief, World Climate Data Division 41, Avenue Giuseppe Motta
World Climate Programme Department Case postale No. 2300
1211 GENEVE 2
Switzerland
Mr. A.V. Laptev
Scientific Officer
Tel: + 4 1 22 7308111
World Climate Data Division
Fax: + 41 22 7342326
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The Second CLICOM Global Experts Meeting
18-22 May 1992, Wasington, D.C., U.S.A.

AGENDA
1.

OPENING OF THE MEETING
1.1
1.2
1.3

2.

Opening of the meeting
Election of the chairman
Approval of the agenda

STATUS OF THE CLICOM PROJECT

3.

THE NEW CLICOM 3.0 SOFTWARE

4.

INSTALLATION AND UPGRADING OF CLICOM

5.

STANDING ISSUES CONCERNING THE CLICOM DEVELOPMENT
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.3
5.4

6.

Data transfer
Quality control and meta-data
Data Flags
Archiving
Local Area Network (LAN) Issues

CLICOM MANAGEMENT
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5

Maintenance, including emergency assistance, core software
Training process
CLICOM associated programs
Optical Disk replacement
Compiler

7.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

8.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

9.

CLOSURE OF THE MEETING

ANNEX III
LEST OF RBOCMÏENDftTICWS
1.

The importance far the M ) Secretariat to maintain a current database of
the status of CLEGCM systems in the various countries for future
co-<Hndination activities, was underscored.

2.

The experts agreed that the information in Table 1 would be used far
planning of the future W D training far CLEOCM 3.0 installation and far
follow-up training as well.

3.

The experts again stressed the importance of the establishment of the
Area Support Centres far CLEGCM (ASC).

4.

It was recommended to continue issuing the CLEGCM News providing
information far users from experts and countries as well as from the WMO
Secretariat and from CLEGCM developers.

5.

The group agreed that this may improve CLEGCM inplementation in the
countries but that the purchase of such packages was ocntingent upon the
availability of funds.

6.

It was stressed that such products have great value and a recommendation
was made to all countries to strive to produce to similar bulletins.

7.

The experts developed and recommended an orderly procedure for upgrading
of the commercial software (DataBase version 2.5 to 4x - first, DOS
version 3.30 to 4x or 5.0 - second).

8.

It was recommended to use DOS 5.0 instead of DOS 4x hpnansp new features
in DOS 5.0 result in improving CLEOCM speed and performance and saving
memory when running the IBM EC LAN»

9.

The experts agreed that far new installations only DOS 5.0 should be used.

10.

The group recommended to the users, if possible, to load CLEOOM 3.0 on
another cxmputer to run simultaneous operations for both versions of
CLEGCM until end of successful upgrading.

11. A recommendation was made to use a compression techniques (eg. STACKER
software) far backing-up of all current CLEGCM files.
12.

The experts stressed the importance of using Memory Management software
(eg. QEMM or EEEMBH and EMM386 of DOS 5.0) to improve the efficiency of
the CLEOCM System.

13.

The experts recommended that the installation and updating procedures
should have a clear explanation of the reasons far the ordering of the
procedures and warnings against upgrading unless all criteria are met.
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14.

The group also stressed the importance of proper management of the
data-entry staff with particular regard to appropriate break periods
during each day. It was finally stressed that using of these procedures
depends very much on the experience of the key-entry staff available and
should be optional.

15.

The experts recanmended that additional study should be made into the
using of IAN with CUOCM. Countries should carefully détermine whether
to use IAN far CUOCM operations depending on the emparlance of the local
staff.

16.

The group recommended the use of memory management software tools to get
more free RAN far data management and data processing.

17.

The experts recommended that some supply of the CLIGCM spare hardware
should be considered to be stored at ASGs.

18.

the group stressed the importance of CUOCM training and tutorials. The
CUOCM 3.0 Tutorial is under way in the university of Reading, UK. Some
experts expressed an urgent need to translate the CUOCM 3.0 Reference
manual and Tutorial from English to French and Spanish (as a minimum).
The group asked the WWD Secretariat to find necessary funds, donors or
volunteers to carry out these translations as well as to publish the
mauals and tutorials. Some experts also asked for the development of a
very clear, "getting started" guide.

19.

The group also asked the Secretariat to investigate ways of preparing and
distributing of the CUOCM 3.0 diskettes as well as upgrading of the
commercial packages (DataEase, COSGKT, DOS etc) for the countries which
will upgrade their CUOCM systems.

20.

The group recommended that countries should be advised against upgrading
to version 3.0 unless their systems met the following minimums: 386
computer with 2MB RAM, 150 MB hard disk, (VGA monitor), DOS 5.0, DataEase
4.2.

21.

The experts agreed that before follow-up training far a specific country,
that the country send a backup of its DataEase database before the
training. This would greatly help the expert providing the training.

ANNEX IV

CURRENT STATUS of CLICOM INSTALLATIONS
1.
The number of the WMO Member countries having CLICOM systems
installed has grown very quickly up to more than one hundreed from the
beginning of the implementation of the CLICOM Project of the World
Climate Data Programme of the WMO in 1986.

CLICOM SYSTEMS v s TIME
1987-1991
No «I countries

TUSTiUXB
T&iO/yiCOP

2. As of May 15, 1992, CLICOM systems have been installed in 101
countries, 22 countries have approved funding for their CLICOM systems
and 9 countries have presented their VCP requests (in all 132
countries). Some of the countries have more than one installation.
3. In the countries of RA-I, CLICOM systems have been installed in 40
countries, 3 countries have approved funding for their CLICOM systems
and 3 countries have presented their VCP requests for funds.
4. In the countries of RA-II, CLICOM systems have been installed in 12
countries, 6 countries have approved funding for their CLICOM systems
and 2 countries have presented their VCP requests for funds.
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5. In the countries of RA-III, CLICOM systems have been installed in 9
countries, one country has approved funding for its CLICOM system and
one country has presented its VCP request for funds.
5. In the countries of RA-IV, CLICOM systems have been installed in 18
countries, 2 countries have approved funding for their CLICOM systems
and one country has presented its VCP request for funds.
7. In the countries of RA-V, CLICOM systems have been installed in 7
countries and 4 countries have approved funding for their CLICOM
systems.
8. In the countries of RA-VI, CLICOM systems have been installed in 15
countries, 6 countries have approved funding for their CLICOM systems
and 2 countries have presented their VCP requests for funds.
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CLICOM INSTALLED
Date of report: May 13, 1992
Time of report: 15:04:16
No

Country

Funding

Computer 1

Language

Purpose

Installa
tion
Date

French
English
French
English
Engl/Fr
French
French
Engl/Fr
French
English
French
Engl/Fr
English
English
Engl/Fr
English
English
English
English
English
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
Engl/Fr
French
English
Engl/Fr
English
French
Engl/Fr
English
English
English
English
English
English
French
French
English
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

07/19/89
10/15/88
10/15/88
09/01/88
06/01/89
09/30/90
04/01/91
06/01/89
04/17/89
07/30/89
04/30/91
06/01/89
06/20/90
03/16/90
06/01/89
05/01/89
10/01/88
01/20/89
07/23/91
12/30/88
06/01/89
06/01/89
05/01/89
10/01/88
10/15/88
06/01/89
02/24/90
12/22/90
06/01/89
10/01/88
06/20/90
02/01/88
06/30/89
09/01/88
07/30/88
08/01/88
02/15/89
09/25/90
10/30/88

Region I
1 Algeria
2 Angola
3 Benin
4 Botswana
5 Burkina F.
6 C d'Ivoire
7 CAfricRep
8 Chad
9 Congo
10 Ethiopia
11 Gabon
12 Gambia
13 Ghana
14 Guinea
15 Guinea-Bis
16 Kenya
17 Lesotho
18 Liberia
19 Libya
20 Malawi
21 Mali
22 Mauritania
23 Mauritius
24 Morocco
25 Mozambique
26 Niger
27 Nigeria
28 Rwanda
29 Senegal
30 Seychelles
31 SierraLeon
32 Somalia
33 Sudan
34 Swaziland
35 Tanzania
36 Togo
37. Tunisia
38 Uganda
39 Zambia

France
Finland
France
Finland
USAID
France
ASECNA
USAID
France
Sweden,USA
ASECNA
USAID
UK
USA
USAID
UK
Finland
UK
UNDP
Finland
USAID
USAID
France
UNDP
Finland
USAID
USA
France
USAID
UK
UK
USA
UK
Finland
Finland
France
France
UK
Finland

Bull computer
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM A T compatbl
Bull micral2000
IBM comp
IBM A T compatbl
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM A T compatbl
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PC-AT
IBM AT compatbl
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
BULL Micral 60
IBM AT compatbl
IBM A T compatbl
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM A T compatbl
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
PS/2 8580-111
IBM A T compatbl
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PC AT
IBM PS/2 Mod 60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
Bull computer
Bull computer
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
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40 Zimbabwe
Region II
41 Bahrain
42 Hong-Kong
43 Maldives
44 Myanmar
45 Oman
46 Pakistan
47 Qatar
48 S.Arabia
49 Sri Lanka
50 Thailand
51 VietNam
52 Yemen
Region III
53 Argentina
54 Chile
55 Ecuador
56 Fr. Guyana
57 Paraguay
58 Peru
59 Suriname
60 Uruguay
61 Venezuela
Region IV
62 Barbados
63 Belize
64 BritCarTer
65 Canada
66 Costa Rica
67 Cuba
68 Dominican
69 ElSalvador
70 France/G&M
71 Guatemala
72 Haiti
73 Honduras
74 Jamaica
75 Mexico
76 N.Antilles
77 Panama
78 Trinidad
79 USA
Region V
80 Australia
81 Brunei
82 Fiji
83 Malaysia
84 Philippine
85 Solomon Is

Computer 1

Funding

Language

Purpose

Installa
tion
Date

Finland/UK IBM PS/2 Mod.80 English Operational 11/16/90
Self
Self
UK
UNDP, UK
Self
UNDP
Self
Self
UK
UK
France
UNDP

COMPAQ 386
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod 80
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PC AT
IBM compatible
Com Deskpro 386
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PC AT
ND-550/CX m.22
Bull micral 40
IBM PS/2 Mod.80

USA, Chile
USA
USA, Chile
France
USA, Chile
USA, Chile
USA
USA, Chile
USA

IBM
IBM
IBM
.
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

USA
USA (IBM)
UK
Self
USA
Self
USA
USA
France
USA
France
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
UNDP
Self

IBM PS/2 Mod.60
AT, 8088-4.77MH
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
AT 386-25MHZ
IBM AT
IBM PC/AT
AT 286-16MHZ
.
IBM PC/AT
Bull computer
AT 286-6MHZ
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
AT 286-12MHZ
IBM PS/2 Mod.50
IBM PS/2 Mod.60

English
English
English
English
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
English
French
Spanish
French
Spanish
English
English
English
Spanish
English
English

Development
Operational
Operational
Development
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Development

01/17/89
01/17/89
01/17/89
01/01/88
06/01/88
04/30/91
10/15/88
10/15/88
01/01/91
10/15/88
07/01/88
07/30/89
01/17/89
12/12/88
01/17/89
11/01/88
02/01/88
01/01/88

Self
Self
UK
Self
UK
Self

IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PC AT
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
Compaq 286
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 55SX

English
English
English
English
English
English

Development
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

01/01/88
01/01/88
09/30/88
12/30/88
11/29/89
11/26/91

English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
French
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

11/15/88
11/11/11
04/14/90
09/09/89
05/18/87
11/29/89
11/23/89
11/11/11
04/01/88
11/29/89
02/01/90
01/01/88

PS/2 Mod.80 Spanish Operational 05/18/90
PC-AT
English Operational 12/30/88
PS/2 Mod.60 Spanish Operational 05/18/90
French Operational 01/01/91
PS/2 Mod.60 Spanish Operational 05/18/90
PS/2 Mod.60 Spanish Operational 08/08/90
PS/2 Mod.60 English Operational 01/17/89
PS/2 Mod.60 Spanish Operational 05/18/90
PC AT
English Operational 07/30/91
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No

86
Region VI
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

Country

Funding

Computer 1

Language

Purpose

Installa
tion
Date

Vanuatu

UK

IBM PS/2 Mod.60 English Operational 10/15/88

Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
FRG
Ireland
Jordan
Malta
Poland
Portugal
Russia
Spain
Sweden
UK MetServ

Self
UNDP
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
UNDP
UK
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self
Self

IBM PS/2 Mod.60
ACER 1100
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
AST Premium 120
IBM PC AT
No info
PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM compatible
IBM PS/2 Mod 60
IBM comp
IBM AT compatbl
No info
3270 AT/G PC

French
English
English
English
French
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
Spanish
English
English

Development
Operational
Development
Development
Development
Development
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Development
Testing
Testing
Development
Development

01/01/88
11/09/91
11/11/11
02/01/88
01/01/88
06/01/88
01/01/88
08/22/91
06/10/89
12/30/90
04/30/89
06/30/91
06/01/89
01/01/88
01/01/88
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CLICOM PLANNED
Date of report: May 13, 1992
Time of report: 15:04:28
No

Region I
1
2
3
Region II
4
5
6
7
8
9
Region III
10
Region IV
11
12
Region V
13
14
15
16
Region VI
17
18
19
20
21
22

Country

Funding

UNDP
Burundi
France
Camerun
Cape Verde UK
Self
Self

Computer 1

]Language

Purpose

Installa
tion
Date

PC AT
French Operational 12/30/92
Bull micral
French Operational 12/30/92
DELL SYSTEM 325 Engl/Fr Operational 12/30/92
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
Bull Micral
.
IBM PS/2 Mod.80
IBM PS/2 Mod.60

English
English
French
English
English
English

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

12/30/92
12/30/92
12/31/92

Iran
Iraq
Laos
Mongolia
Nepal
S.Korea

USA
UK
Self

Guyana

USA, Chile IBM PS/2 Mod.60 Spanish Operational 12/30/92

Bahamas
S-t Lucia

12/30/92
12/30/92

.
AT 386SX 16MHz

English Operational 12/30/92
Spanish Operational 03/31/92
Operational
Development
Operational
Operational

12/30/92
12/30/92
12/30/92
12/30/92

Operational
Operational
Operational
Testing
English Operational
English Operational

12/30/92
12/30/92
12/30/92
12/30/92
12/30/92
12/30/92

Indonesia
NewZealand
P.N.Guinea
Singapore

France
Self
UK
Self

Bull micral 40
IBM PC AT
.
IBM PC

English
English
English
English

Czechoslov
Greece
Hungary
Netherland
Romania
Yugoslavia

UK
Self
UK
Self
USA
UNDP

.
BULL Micral 200
.
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.60
IBM PS/2 Mod.80

English
English
English
English
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CLICOM REQUESTED
Date of report: May 13, 1992
Time of report: 15:04:36
No

Region I
1
2
3
4
Region II
5
6
Region III
7
Region IV
8
Region VI
9
10

Country

Funding

Comoros
Dj ibouti
Sao Tome
Sao Tome&P

VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest
VCPRequest

Computer 1

Language

French
French
French

Purpose

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

Afganistan VCPRequest
Korea DPR VCPRequest

English Operational
English Operational

Bolivia

VCPRequest

Spanish Operational

Nicaragua

VCPRequest

Spanish Operational

Bulgaria
VCPRequest
Syrian A.R VCPRequest

English Operational
English Operational

Installa
tion
Date

ANNEX V
SUMMARY Of CLICOM DATA INVENTORY INFORMATION
as received from some countries
Country

1 Algeria

Number
of
Stations

Begin/End
Month/Year

55

Elements

12/31/91

9, Temps, mean, max and min., Precip., Humid etc

4

01/01/51

12/31/91

9 (Temps max &min, Precip etc)

90

01/01/81

03/31/91

3 (Temp, max & min, Precip.)

4 Bahrain

2

01/01/46

12/31/91

59 (Temps, Precip, Pressure, Wind etc. Set DLYOOl. See report)

5 Barbados

1

01/01/5?

12/31/90

13 (Temp, Precip, Wind, Radiation etc)

2 Angola
3 Argentina

22 Syn and Clim stns (3 years), 13 Precip stns (30 years)

6 Belize

35

7 Benin

72

04/01/90

12/31/91

8 Botswana

16

01/01/60

12/30/91

Daily, hourly and upper air data from the Brunei Int. Airport

9 Brunei
10 C d'Ivoire

36

01/01/91

11 Cape Verde

3

01/01/50

12 Chile

38 elements (Temps max and min, Rainfall, Evap, Soil, Wind etc

28

5 (Temp, Pluvio, Humid etc)
12/31/90

SYN, METAR, CLIMAT, TEMP

12/31/90

36 (Temp, max & min, Humidity, Wind, Precip, Evap etc)

13 Colombia
14 Congo
15 Costa Rica
16 Ecuador
17 ElSalvador
18 Ethiopia

250

01/01/75

12/31/85

5 (Temp, Precip, Radiation, Humid, Insolation)

3

01/01/31

12/31/88

3 (Temp, max & min, Precip)

463

01/01/56

12/31/89

1

01/01/62

12/31/81

5 elements
6 (Temp, mean, max & min, Precip etc)
20 Precip stns (20 years) monthly values

20
100

12/31/90

3 (Temp, max & min)

19 Fiji

70

01/01/90

03/31/92

13 (Temps max & min, Precip etc)

2 0 France

40

01/01/50

12/31/88

8 (Temp.max & min, Precip, etc)

218

07/18/91

05/31/92

8 (Temps max&min, Precip etc)

43

01/31/84

12/31/90

13 (Temps max and min, Precip etc)

23 Ghana

7

01/01/86

12/31/88

8 (Temp, max & min, Rainfall, Wind etc)

24 Guinea

10

01/01/03

12/31/90

4 (Temps, Pluviométrie, Insolation)

21 France/G&M
22 Gambia

25 Honduras
26 Kenya

No info except average lenght = 3 0 years

120
33

01/01/74

12/31/90

3 (Tem max & min, Precip)

27 Lesotho

10

01/01/60

12/30/90

3 (Temps max and min, Rainfall)

28 Malawi

25

01/01/86

12/31/90

3 (Rainfall daily)

29 Malaysia

62

01/01/89

04/19/91

5

281

01/01/89

12/31/90

Precip

1

01/01/47

01/01/91

9 (Temp, max &min, Grass temp, min, Sunshine, rainfall, etc)

26

01/01/61

12/31/90

4 (Temps max &min, Precip, Sunshine) **

5,099

01/01/69

12/31/83

9 (Temp, max & min, Precip, Evapor. etc)

200

01/01/51

12/31/90

8 elements (Temps, Precip, Sunshine, Humid, Wind, etc)

21

01/01/51

12/30/89

15 (Temps, Rainfall, Press, Evap, Temp soil, Sunshine etc)

2

01/01/88

12/31/89

9 (Temps, Precip, Pressure etc. See report)

37 N.Antilles

38

04/01/35

03/31/92

1 (Precip)

38 Niger

14
01/01/85

12/31/87

57 (See the report of May 1991)

30 Mali
31 Malta
32 Mauritania
33 Mexico
34 Morocco
35 Mozambique
3 6 Myanmar

39 Oman
40 Panama

6
70

(Temp.max & min, Precip., Humidity max & min)

70 Syn and Clim stns (15 years), 130 Precip stns (15 years)

41 Paraguay
42 Peru
43 Philippine
44 Poland
45 Qatar

27

01/01/88

04/30/92

10 (Temps, Precip etc)

6

01/01/60

12/31/90

5 (Temp mean, max & min, Precip etc, more then 30 years)

50

01/01/61

12/31/80

6 (Temps, Precip., Atm.pressure, Wind speed & direction)
63 SYNOP Stns and 130 clim. posts, 25 elements

193
8

01/01/76

12/31/90

28 for Doha a/p (Temp, max & min, Precip, Sunshine, Wind etc)
Precipitation

4 6 Rwanda

95

47 S.Arabia

28

01/01/56

12/31/91

10 (Temps max, min & mean, Precip etc) See list.

48 Seychelles

1

01/17/11

12/31/89

7 (Temp.max,min & mean, Rainfall,Wind, etc)

49 Singapore

1

01/01/84

12/31/90

Temperature, Dew Point, Rel Humidity, Sun Shine

50 Solomon Is

7

01/01/54

11/30/91

6 (Temps, Precip, Evap, Insolation, Wind, Sunshine)
3 (Temp.max & min, Precip.)

51 Sri Lanka

22

52 Sudan

22

01/01/51

12/31/91

3, Temp, daily max & min., Precip

53 Swaziland

10

01/01/60

12/31/90

3 (Temps max and min, Rainfall)

54 Tanzania

1,000

01/01/50

12/31/90

6 (Rainfall, Temps max min, RH max min, Sunshine )

55 Thailand

72

01/01/51

12/31/90

8 (Temp, max, min & mean, Rainfall, Sunshine etc)

56 Trinidad

2

01/01/59

12/31/91

9 (Temps, Precip, Humidity, Wind etc)

57 Tunisia

60

01/01/90

05/31/92

18 (Temps max & min, Precip etc)

58 UK MetServ

4

01/01/50

12/31/90

4 (Temp, max & min, Rainfall & Sunshine

59 Vanuatu

1

01/01/86

01/31/91

13 (Temp, max & min, Precip.,Temp, soil, Sunshine etc)

60 Venezuela

36

01/01/61

12/31/90

8 (Temp, mean, max & min, Humidity etc)

61 Yemen

10

01/01/84

01/01/90

12 (Temps, Precip, Soil temps etc)

62 Zambia

32

01/01/51

12/31/90

23 (Temps max min mean; Rainfall, Soil, Press, Wind etc)

63 Zimbabwe

64

07/01/51

12/31/91

28 (See report). Also 2000 rainfall stns.

NOTE: Table lists the only countries which provided information
on the number of stations, years and elements

ANNEX VI

PARIS MEETING RBOOMMENDATICNS

Recommendation

Status

1. Maintenance of CLIOOM Status
Database

Done - continual updating Need information flow

2.

Define system levels in effort to keep
system usable and "simple"

3.

Develop operations manual

Software developed to write
Key-entry data to diskette to
allow system to run without
networking
Example of Zimbabwe

4.

Donors and volunteers for "support
services" i.e. (ops monitoring;
training needs)

CLICOM questionnaires; 2
inventory requests; 1992-1995
budget has training/
consultancy funds

5.

Follow rules for:

Accomplished routinely

-

initial correspondence
to Permanent Representatives from
the Secretary-General

-

National distribution, resonsiblity
of Meteorological Service

-

Distribution with concurrence of the
Secretary-General and Permanent
Representatives

6.

Upgrade H/W specifications

Done - Secretariat

7.

Centralized unit should control
"core software"

Done - U.S. Development team

8. Make CLIOOM independent of any one
LAN system

Implemented on different LANS

9.

Discussed with Chile,
Argentina; help offered

Define donors for distribution of
CLICOM 3.0 to Spanish speaking
countries

10. Distribute in high desity format
11. 3.0 Release:
(a)
list changes
(b)
New manual in all languages

Done routinely

Agree
Mexico has translated 2.1 manual
France has also done translation
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PARIS MEETING RBCX1MENDATICNS

Recommendation

(cent' )

Status

11.1 Update tutorials for 3.0

Underway - United Kingdom

12.

Future translation of tutorials/
manuals

French, (France)
Spanish (
)
Portuguese (Portugal)

13.

Stabilize "core software"
Reservation of certain element codes
fur future standards

Quite stable

14.

Expansion of element
numbers and definitions

Can be done, but some experts
feel that the system would be
further complicated

15.

Sites will provide inventories
once per year

Not routinely done but about
50 answers to specific
requests sent by Secretariat

16.

Area Support Centres (ASC)

Little funding:
- TOR developed
- Discussions held with
Malaysia for prototype

17.

Microcomputer maintenance priority
for CLICOM users

ASC's hoped to help in this regard

18.

Preparation and distribution of
applications guides in various
languages

CARS, Reading Work, OPTDATA.EXE,
INSTAT

19.

Software to reformat CLICCM data
to CLIMAT message

France - contribution

20.

Developing country site for next
(present) meeting

Washington chosen at developers
request

ANNEX VII

The WMO AREA SUPPORT for CLICOM (ASC) OUTLINE
l.The purposes of the ASC Centres
(i)

to facilitate the CLICOM implementation:

(ii)

to provide problem resolution for CLICOM hardware and
software:

(iii)

to provide "core" upgrade software including
assistance for implementation:

(iv)

to assist in regional training coordination and
identification of needs:

(v)

to identify possible contribution from Members:

(vi)

to take part in beta-tests.

2. The ASC Centre Expert's TERMS of REFERENCE
(i)

to facilitate the CLICOM implementation:
- to take part in establishing the CLICOM user group
in the area/region;
- to define the area/region requirements for support
services;
- to develop and update the area/region operational
manual/guide on the daily tasks, products and
emergency procedure;
- to assist the Secretariat in the operations
monitoring and the systems utilization monitoring;
- to assist the Secretariat in the evaluation of each
country's understanding and actual implementation of
the CLICOM system;
- to prepare status reports on area/region CLICOM
implementation.

(ii)

to provide problem resolution for CLICOM hardware and
software:
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- to consult with countries concerning the ordering of
hardware, software and manuals;
- to assist countries with hardware, software and
installation;
- to analyze problems and to advise on possible
resolution;
- to define hardware maintenance problems which
require international cooperation.
(iii)

to provide "core" upgrade software including
assistance for implementation;
- to prepare "core" upgrade software diskettes and
batch files for the countries in the area/region;
- to provide and distribute the corrections of serious
errors in software;
- to assist in distribution and installation of the
new version of CLICOM "core" software;
- to inform the Secretariat concerning errors
discovered in the area/region in the CLICOM project
software.

(iv)

to assist in regional training coordination and
identification of needs:
- to determine training needs;
- to assist in planning and realization of training;
- to provide training for the countries;
- to prepare specific training for the countries to
ensure complete implementation of the project.

(v)

to identify possible contribution from Members:
- identify the countries and the individuals with
necessary expertise and hardware to help in support
services;
- to assist in selection of experts for the specific
area/region groups to serve as support experts.

(vi)

to take part in beta-tests.

ANNEX VIII

New Features in CUCOM 3.0

Mors powerful and flexible graphics capabilities have been added, enabling a much broader display and
printing of time series and upper air sounding graphs. In addition, map/area contour and wind rose
graph cypes have been added. See Chapter S in the Reference Manual.
A considerable number of program limitations and errors were found in the CLICOM 2.1 software, and
have been removed. The most dramatic improvements are in the handling of Upper-Air Data (see
Section 6.1.1.6) and IS Minute Data.
CLICOM 3.0 provides for the automatic calculation of 30-Year Normals, following the WMO standards.
See Section 7.6.1.6, and WMO TD 341.
CLICOM 3.0 will work with the latest version of DataEase, which raises the current file size limit of
65,000 records to several million.
It will work with DOS versions 4.0 and 4.1, which permit using hard disks greater than 32 Megabytes
without partitioning.
The appropriate files are now automatically updated when you exit from DataEase.
The loading of data into DataEase from key-entry has been made much simpler with Auto-reindexing,
taking the place of the steps of deleting all indexes in a form, saving, re-entering the form, resetting the
indexes, and saving again. See Section 63, steps 4 and 5.
Easily managed menus have been added to facilitate your adding applications into CLICOM, either as
applications within DataEase, or within the "FORTRAN" part of CLICOM.
Entry points for the use of ENSTAT or other statistical software have been added.
The programs to import digital data into DataEase and the key-entry files (IMPORT1 and IMPORT2)
have been simplified. See Chapter 17.
CLICOM 3.0 has a "Pack TWP facility, to compress to minimum size the temporary work files (TWF)
that have had records marked for deletion after data were loaded into DataEase (in CLICOM 2.1, users
have had to delete the key-entry form and then redefine the key-entry form to get rid of large, empty
TWF files). Sec Sections 632 and 132.1.
Users with IBM PC-LAN networks can now print graphics products through the network immediately,
rather than having print jobs wait until the network is logged oft
On-line Help has been changed to a pop-up window design, taking less space on the screen. At the
same time, considerably more help messages have been created.
The hour-time labels on key-entry forms for hourly and synoptic data are now user-defined. See
Section 9.43.

ANNEX IX

Normals Calculations
WMO requests normals calculations for stations whose
climatological data are transmitted over the GTS.
The World Climate Data Program of the WMO has produced guidelines
on how to calculate normals for various climatological elements.
This guidance is available in a WCDP publication titled
"Calculation of Monthly and 3 0-Year Standard Normals". There are
two publication numbers associated with it: WCDP-No. 10 and
WMO-TD/No. 341.
Note that the pub referred to above is only a guideline; The WMO
Secretariat has not edited it; it is not an official WMO pub; and
the WMO does not necessarily endorse the ideas expressed in it.
With that disclaimer the pub suggests how to calculate normals.

There are three types of normals:
Standard Climatological Normals
Standard Normals
and Provisional Normals.
Standard Climatological Normals are those computed for the period
January, 1901, through December, 1930, and subsequent such
3 0-year periods.
Standard Normals are those computed for any other 3 0-year period.
Provisional Normals are those computed for any period of at least
10 years and less than 3 0 years.
CLICOM will produce Standard Climatological Normals and
Provisional Normals. It will not produce Standard Normals.
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Monthly values are calculated first in preparation for normals
calculations.
The pub lists 6 principal climatological surface elements for
which monthly values should be calculated:
Pep Total
Days w/ Pep > 1mm
Temp (Tx Tn Tm)
Pressure
Sunshine
Vapor Pressure.
Each of the above principal elements has a method of calculation
associated with it. These methods are referred to by letter
(a,b,c, etc.)
Method a) requires a full month of daily data (no missing daily
data) to calculate a monthly total value. Accumulations spanning
3 or fewer days are allowed. A missing daily total not accounted
for by an accumulation results in a missing yr-month total.
Method b) also requires a full month of daily data to calculate a
year-month value, but allows no accumulations.
Method c) follows the "3/5 Rule". The 3/5 Rule says no more than
3 missing daily values in a row AND no more than 5 missing daily
values in a month are allowed to produce a year-month value.

Page 7-10 of the CLICOM 3.0 documentation states that for normals
calculations, only Methods a), b ) , and c) are implemented.
The normals parameter file (P:\DATA\NORMAL.PRM) contains a list
of elements and associated parameters that the normals program
reads to calculate normals. Interestingly, every element but one
is an element type for which Methods a), b) or c) above are used
in calculating normals.
The one element in the list whose normals are not calculated
according to either Method a), b) or c) is 084 (Sunshine) Sunshine totals should be calculated according to another method,
Method e) .
Method e^ operates exactly like Method b) - except that method b)
is used to calculate counts whereas Method e) is used to
calculate totals. In either case, no missing daily data are
permitted.
Methods d) and f) are not operative within CLICOM. They refer to
normals calculations for Pressure and Vapor Pressure.
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Within the source program P:\SRC\MAIN\NORMAL.FOR, the only
distinctions regarding sunshine are related to units conversion.
I wondered whether the CLICOM normals program would calculate
normals for sunshine properly. It seemed it should since the
distinctions regarding sunshine were few and the other elements
were treated within the same code segments.
So, I ran some tests. I created 40 years of dummy sunshine data
spanning January 1, 1901, through December 31, 1940. I specified
in the parameter file that the 084 element should have a Standard
Climatological Normal produced ("S" as normal type).
Test Results:
w/0 missing data => SCN (Standard Climatological Normal)
w/1 missing daily ob (Jan 1, 1901) => SCN
w/3 missing daily obs (Jan 1, 1901, 02, 03) => SCN
w/4 missing daily obs (Jan 1, 1901, 02, 03,
04)
=> Provisional
w/5 missing daily obs (Jan 1, 1901, 02, 03,
05, 06)
=> SCN
w/6 missing daily obs (Jan 1, 1901, 02, 03,
05, 06, 07) => Provisional

In the cases where CLICOM produced a "Provisional" normal, it did
so even with the parameter set to produce an "S" normal - because
the 3/5 Rule was not satisfied.
Additionally, CLICOM produced a Provisional normal for the 10year period 1931-40. When I removed one daily ob from that
period, CLICOM didn't produce a normal for it at all.
Provisional normals calculations require at least 10 years' data.
Summary:
The testing indicates that normals calculation Methods a ) ,
b), c ) , and @) are implemented in CLICOM.

APPENDIX X

NCDC Upper-Air QC
Incoming Upper-Air formats:Manuscript and Digital
All data are translated and separated into two preliminary
formats - one for thermodynamic data and one for wind data (T-Dat
and W-Dat respectively).
The manuscript data are doubie.-keyed.
is translated into T-Dat and W-Dat.

The clean key-entry file

Digital data (other than MicroART data) are translated directly
into T-Dat and W-Dat.

MicroART data (NWS source of digital Upper-Air data) go through a
primary QC looking for some fundamental errors before being
translated into T-Dat and W-Dat:
- decreasing elapsed time within the flight
- increasing pressure within the flight
- decreasing altitude within the flight
- temp above zero with pressure < 500 mb.
- lapse rate > 100 deg/Km
- missing data (cumulative) : 1 Km through 400 mb
2 Km through 100 mb
4 Km throughout the flight
- no significant level within 20 mb of the surface
- missing mandatory level: Sfc, 1000, 925(new), 850, etc.
- ascension rate < 100 m/min
> 700 m/min
> 1.5 Km/min terminates the sounding
(unless pressure > 200 mb and present
weather codes indicate thunder or Cb)
- temp varying by more than 20 deg from US Standard Atm 1976
(only for lower 48 US stations)
- computed vs. reported ht. difference > 3m
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If the MicroART primary QC flags a level, a validator reviews the
data. This is a manual procedure; there is no graphical QC tool
available. The validator can change the data or not. If the
validator doesn't change it, it will be flagged again in the next
step.

The next step for all data (including MicroART after its primary
QC) is an extensive QC process. Flags are generated (on paper
only) for the following cases:
Thermodynamic:
Elapsed Time:
- not zero at first level
- not increasing level to level
Surface pressure:
- within 10 mb of station limits
- not within 10 mb of station limits (terminates)
- not to tenths
Pressure aloft:
- not increasing level to level
- not to tenths
- last data not < 225 mb
Temperatures :
- sfc temp within 10 deg of station limits
- sfc temp 10 deg > than station limits (terminates)
- not within range of +45.0 through -96.0
- temp > 0 with pressure < 500 mb
Relative Humidity:

f

- value > 100%
- at sfc, outside stn limits or temp < -37.2
- aloft, < 10% (manual); < 5% (automatic)
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- missing with temp > -40.2
- change > 50% level to level
- (for ht. computations) RH missing or invalid and
temp >= -20 (use 40%)
- (for ht. computations) RH ignored if missing and
temp < -20
Lapse Rate:
- lapse rate > 100 deg/Km for thickness > 100m
- superadiabatic sfc-to-next-lvl with upper lvl temp
1.0+ deg > sfc temp
- superadiabatic aloft
- super inversion sfc-to-next-level
- super inversion aloft with lower level press
<= 400 mb
- inversion between last two levels with lower level
pressure <= 100 mb
Ascension Rate:
- < 100 m/min or > 700 m/min
> 1.5 Km/min will terminate the sounding
(unless pressure > 200 mb and present
weather codes indicate thunder or Cb)
Altitude:
- computed height differs from reported height by
> 3m (automated)
> 5m (manual)
NOTE: NCDC recomputes ALL heights. All reported
heights are replaced by a corresponding calculated
height; reported heights are not stored.
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Wind:
direction not in range 1-360 deg
speed = 0 and direction <> 0
surface speed >= 30 kts
direction change >= 35 deg between 1 minute
intervals above second minute with speed 15-27 kts
direction change >= 50 deg between 2 minute
intervals with speed 15-27 kts
direction change >= 30 deg between 1 minute
intervals above second minute with speed 28-36 kts
direction change >= 45 deg between 2 minute
intervals with speed 28-36 kts
direction change >= 25 deg between 1 minute
intervals with speed 37-45 kts
direction change >= 40 deg between 2 minute
intervals with speed 37-45 kts
direction change >= 20 deg between 1 minute
intervals with speed 46-55 kts
direction change >= 35 deg between 2 minute
intervals with speed 46-55 kts
direction change >= 15 deg between 1 minute
intervals with speed >= 56 kts
direction change >= 25 deg between 2 minute
intervals with speed >= 56 kts
speed change >= 28 kts between 1 minute intervals
speed change >= 45 kts between 2 minute intervals

After QC, the T-Dat and W-Dat data are merged into NDCD dataset
"TD-6201". This dataset contains NO FLAGS; it contains corrected
data in favor of reported data.
NCDC is planning a new upper-air dataset, "TD-6204". It will
contain reported values and their flags as well as corrected
values.
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Some Terms:
Superadiabat is a lapse rate >= 10.0 deg/Km
Super inversion - surface-baseds a lapse rate >= -50.0 deg/Km
alofts a lapse rate >= -20.0 deg/Km
with press <= 400 mb at base
of layer
Significant inversion is a lapse rate >= -10.0 deg/Km
with press <= 100 mb at base of
layer

ANNEX XI

CLICOM 3.0 GRAPHICS DISCUSSION NOTES
I.

Introduction
A. Four plot types
1. Time series
2. Map/area
3. Sounding
4. Wind rose
B. HALO graphics package — required to link any graphics
programs
C. Used in three areas of CLICOM
1. CLICOM graphics
2. AREA-QC
3. Upper air QC
D. Basic organization — execution diagram
1. Batch file — CLICGRAF.BAT
2. Exécutables
a. GRAFINIT
b. GRFMN2, GRFMN134
c. OPTMAN
E. Graphics files — separate handout
F. Definition of terms — separate handout

II.

Setup — assembling the data
A. Plot type
1. Wind rose
a. Data must have the wind direction specified in
either degrees or tens of degrees. These unit
names must be specified in the file
O:\DATA\WROSPOKE.PRM.
b. The number of points (8/16) must be selected
before the data is assembled.
B. Predefined graphs — files in O:\DATA
1. User defined .GDF files
a. Saved description of plot characteristics, such
as, element codes, plot type, colors, etc.
b. Data selection criteria, such as, station and
date range are NOT saved
2. Default .GDF files for standard plots
a. MLYPLOT.GDF — monthly plot of daily data
b. ANNPLOT.GDF — annual plot of monthly data
C. Data type
1. Normals data cannot be plotted
D. Station/date range
1. For timeseries
a. If you have missing data frames within the
specified ranges, dummy records will be created
in the GRAPHICS.API file. This could create a
file size problem if the range is too large.
b. If you specify an incomplete frame of data, the
rest of the frame will be filled with missing
data values.
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2. Map
a. One element for multiple dates vs multiple
elements for one date.
b. Map date range must not cross time unit boundary.
3. A large graphics data file (GRAPHICS.API) is
cumbersome to handle. It will take a long time to
page through to a specific plot.
E. Station selection for maps
1. List of stations meeting latitude/longitude
requirements is prepared. Stations in the list are
selected from the file P:\DATA\STNGEOG.INF.
2. Number of stations = MIN(600,2500/#col)
#col = elements or dates
3. Station selection list
F. Data source
1. Data for the selected element codes must be stored
in one of the following files
a. Main DataEase file
b. DataEase subset file
c. Temporary load file — file produced from key
entry data when it is loaded into DataEase
d. Key entry/QC file — refer to sections 6.3.1 and
13.2.1 of the manual
2. Data for means/extremes must be stored in one of the
following files
a. MLY — P:\DATA\ELEM.LIM
b. 10D — DataEase form Means/Extremes (lOd)
c. DLY — DataEase form Daily Means/Extremes
3. If you request means/extremes, you must also select
at least one standard CLICOM element code. The
means/extremes files will only be searched for a
station and date where data exists for a standard
CLICOM element code.
III.

Main graphics — plot design and output
A. General
1. Unusual things happen when it is time to display the
plot if you choose the wrong video display device.
The system might hang; the system appears to respond
to the keyboard, but nothing happens on the screen;
the screen turns funny colors. Reboot the system
and choose another video display device.
2. Mouse «— Refer to manual sections 3-9, 6-13
a. Left=enter Right=F4/ESC
b. Works in all of the main graphics sections EXCEPT
for Data(choice #9), Printer options(choice
#4.3.2), changing the length of a tic mark(choice
#7.1.3), and changing the size of the plot
area(choice #8.2.1, 8.2.2)
c. Area-QC — can be used to move the cursor to
select stations for viewing in detail.
c. If a message is displayed followed by the request
1
Press any key to continue', an entry must be
made from the keyboard.
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d. If the mouse is attached and you first start a
graphics program, there is a slight time delay
before you will get a response to either the
keyboard or mouse. This will happen, for
example, if you select choice 7 or 8. If nothing
happens reenter your response.
3. Map and Skew-t backgrounds
a. New screen drawn and saved for first graphics
plot
b. Saved screen displayed until plot specifications
change
B. Position data and draw plot (Choices #1-3)
1. Re-plot
2. Nxt plot
3. Posn data
C. Output (Choice #4)
1. Printer — dithering
a. Black/white printer — dithering on
4 colors = 0,1,2,>=3
b. Black/white printer — dithering off
2 colors = 0,>=1
c. Color printer — dithering on — 16 colors
2. A plot that looks great on the screen may look
terrible on the printer. Plots should be designed
for the output device where they will be displayed.
Since black/white printers give the best results
with dithering off, it is usually necessary to make
use of line thickness, line patterns and hatch
patterns when designing a plot for the printer.
3. Printer options
a. Centering on the page — On laser printers the
screen area will be centered both vertically and
horizontally. On dot matrix printers only
horizontal centering will be performed.
b. Positioning on the printer refers to the entire
screen area not just the plot area.
c. To perform vertical centering on a dot matrix
printer, position the paper to the place you want
the first plot to start. If Form Feed is set to
•yes1, then the rest of the plots will start in
the same position as the first.
d. Plot position can be controlled through a
combination of printer options and positioning
the plot area (choice #8.2.3)
D. Visual control
1. Palette (Choice #5)
a. Only palette #12 is user defined. Colors 4-15
can be changed. Colors 0-3 are system colors
used for menus and messages and cannot be
changed.
b. O:\DATA\PALETTE.DEF — This is the ASCII file
that contains the color numbers (range: 0-63) for
each palette. Each line is one palette. There
are 16 colors per palette. If the standard
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colors do not meet your needs, they can be
changed manually. Define palette #12 to meet
your specifications and then copy the line to
another palette position,
c. Skewt — Except for the temperature and dew point
lines, all the other colors are defined in the
code. If you wish to use different colors, then
they can be changed either by selecting another
palette or defining your own palette. The
default palette for skewt is #1. The range for
the color indexes is 0-15. Listed below are the
color indexes used in the skewt:
6
Outline
6
Diagonal isotherms
6
Isobars
10
Saturated mixing ratio lines
10
Dry adiabats
11
Moist adiabats
The wind barbs are set to index #1 and cannot be
changed.
Labels (Choice #6)
a. A label must be defined in order to select any of
the choices from this menu.
b. Characteristics of axis labels are displayed only
when the entire graph is replotted. Most
characteristics of the other labels are displayed
immediately.
c. # Char btm axis — most useful for MLY data —
can select the number of letters to display along
the bottom axis.
d. Location — The location of some of the text is
restricted. For example, the title cannot go
beyond the left/right edge of the plot area.
e. The position of the text is specified as the
bottom center of the string. Changing the size
or length of the string may affect its position
if it is close to the boundary. To left/right
justify text locate it on the boundary.
f. The following information can be displayed at
station locations on maps: no marker, character
•x1, station id, data value, number of parameters
for which the station had data.
Lines (Choice #7)
a. Contour — Methods of specifying contour
intervals.
Interval value: After user specified intervals
are defined in 9.1, the number of intervals
used is selected. The same number applies to
all plots in the band.
Nbr intervals: The number of intervals between
the minimum and maximum data values is
specified.
Interval increment: Increment between intervals
is specified.
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b. Width of smallest bar — Windrose — The size is
specified as degrees of an arc in the file
WROSPOKE.PRM. The values in the file can be
adjusted to meet user specifications.
c. Problems with fill - timeseries and windrose The two most likely problems to occur are that no
filling occurs at all or the screen is flooded.
In order to fill properly you must have a closed
area and you must choose a starting point in the
area you want filled. Problems occur when either
or both requirements are not met. This usually
happens when you are trying to fill a very small
space or you have a rapidly oscillating plot. In
order to fill a timeseries plot it must follow
the rules listed in section 8.2.7.1 of the
manual. If a rule is violated, a line plot will
be drawn.
4. Size/bkgrnd (Choice #8)
a. Plot area size for Windrose — Depending on the
shape the plot area may be changed automatically
by the program so that the rings will not go off
screen.
b. Plot area for map — MLR projection — The
direction (lat/lon) that is the largest will be
the size of the plot area. The smaller side will
be drawn in proportion and may be smaller than
the specified plot area.
c. Plot area for map — SCR projection — The border
fills the plot area but the map is distorted.
This projection is used in AREA-QC.
d. Viewport — Definition; only default values
allowed; modifications to size are disabled
E. Data control (Choice #9 Data)
1. If the text fields are left blank, then the default
value, if any, will be used.
a. Title(non-map) — The default for timeseries,
skewt, and windrose is defined in cell Al. The
value is the station abbreviation if it is
available in STNGEOG.INF; otherwise, it is the
station id.
b. Subtitle(non-map) — The default for timeseries,
skewt, and windrose is defined in cell Bl. The
value is the date/time. If the timeseries spans
multiple frames, the value is composed of the
start and end times.
c. Title/Subtitle (map) — The default title is
defined in cell Al. The subtitle for maps is
displayed in cell Bl, but is defined by the
column header. If you wish to change the value
you must change the column header. If the
selected data is for one date with multiple
elements, the title is the date and the subtitle
is the element abbreviation. If the selected
data is for one element with multiple dates, the
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title is the element abbreviation, and the
subtitle is the date. If multiple columns are
displayed on the same plot, then the subtitle
contains the column header values separated by
commas. Since there are a maximum of 28
characters for the subtitle, it can hold a
maximum of two dates or four element
abbreviations.
d. Free text — Free text does not have a default.
It is used only if it has been assigned a value.
e. Left/right text — Left/right text have a default
only for timeseries and only if data is plotted
on the corresponding axis. The value is the
element abbreviation (column header). If
multiple elements are plotted along the same
axis, only the abbreviation of the first is used.
f. Bottom text — Bottom text does not have a
default. It is used only if it has been assigned
a value.
Data Range
a. Columns are identified by letters. The column
range selects the elements or dates that will be
displayed.
b. Rows are identified by numbers. The row range
selects the data points that will be displayed on
one plot.
Plot width
a. Indicates the number of elements per plot
b. When the plot width is defined, the plots are
incremented starting with the first element of
the current plot.
c. User should rewind the band before setting the
plot width to avoid confusion about alignment.
Axis scales for timeseries
a. Min — AUTO — If autoscaling is chosen, it is
not necessary to enter a value for Max.
Autoscaling finds the minimum and maximum values
of all the data lines plotted against the
specified axis. It then finds the integer
multiple of the power of ten closest to the
maximum that will contain the minimum and maximum
values. The tic marks are then placed within
those limits. For example, if the maximum=25.0
and the minimum=4.3, then the axis limits will be
30. and 0.
b. Majr — If the value is positive, then it
indicates the size of the division in the current
units. If the value is negative, then it
indicates the axis will have the specified number
of divisions.
For timeseries plots the Graf-axis row which is
located just below the status line in the Data Area
indicates the axis along which each element is
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plotted. The 'L' and 'R' values control the axis
used for plotting and can be modified by the user.
6. All labels in the data area can be changed. The
values are changed only in the GRAPHICS.API file.
The actual data numbers, however, cannot be altered.
7. Band location for timeseries
a. Position vs interval — data range
b. Align bands — first band must start in frame 1
c. Incomplete bands — beware of saving
d. The question 'Should end row value be the end of
frame1 is often asked after the user has saved
his changes. The answer only has an effect with
Timeseries plots that use the position method of
band location. Answer 'yes' if the end position
specified is the last day of the month and you
want that value to mean the last day of every
month.
8. Lat/lon scale for map
a. In the initialization stage the specified values
will select the data written to the GRAPHICS.API
file and define the minimum and maximum values
for the axes.
b. If the values specified are reduced, then a
subset of the data in the GRAPHICS.API file will
be plotted.
F. User defined plot descriptors
a. Band
b. Plot
Id - numerical order of plots within a band
Width - number of elements(columns) per plot
c. Element
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EXECUTION
PLOT TYPE
GET DATA
GRAPHICS.GDF
GRAPHICS API

DRAW
TIMESERIES
WINDROSE
SOUNDING
i

DRAW
CONTOUR-MAP

POSITION
OUTPUT
PALETTE
LABELS
I

GRAFINIT.EXE

I

i

i

GRFMN2.EXE

GRFMN134.EXE
LINES
PLOT SIZE
DISPLAY DATA

" "ôPTMâNTEXE"
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GRAPHICS FILES
The files used for CLICOM and AREA-QC graphics are described below.
I. AREA-QC graphics
A. Files in P:\DATA
1. QCMAPS.MPC - List of links between map names and the
AREA-QC datatype and dataset.
B. Files in O:\DATA
1. Files which save information for use during another
session of AREA-QC graphics
a. MAPNAMES.IDX — List of defined maps for AREA-QC.
b. xxxxxxxx.MPC — Latitude/longitude boundaries and
detail for the specified map.
c. xxxxxxxx.QSC — Saved screen for the specified map
background.
2. Temporary files which are deleted when exiting AREA-QC
a. SKWTSCRN.QSC — Saved SKEW-T background screen for
AREA-QC; normal display
b. ZOOMSCRN.QSC — Saved SKEW-T background screen for
AREA-QC; zoomed display
II. CLICOM graphics - Files in O:\DATA
A. Files that control the plots during the current graphics
session. They are rewritten each time a choice is made from
menu 4.4.
1. GRAPHICS.GDF — Graph definition file for current plots.
2. GRAPHICS.API — Graph data file for current plots.
B. Files which save information for use during another graphics
session
1. GRAFDEF.IDX — List of graph definition files available.
2. xxxxxxxx.GDF — Saved graph definition file.
3. ANNPLOT.GDF — Default graph definition for annual plot
of monthly data
4. MLYPLOT.GDF — Default graph definition for monthly plot
of daily data
5. MPSTNLST.IDX — List of map station selection lists
available.
6. xxxxxxxx.LST — Map station selection list.
7. GRAFSCRN.IDX — List of previously saved graphics
screens.
8. xxxxxxxx.SCR — Previously defined graphics screen.
9. WROSPOKE.PRM — Values for the size of the spoke segment
widths used for Wind Rose
10. CONCTRL.PRM — Contour control parameters
11. PALETTE.DEF — Default definitions of the graphics
palette colors.
C. Temporary files
1. Files which are deleted when exiting menu 4.4
a. MAPSCRN.SPC — Plot specifications that describe the
currently saved map background screen.
Used to determine when to redraw and save a
new background screen.
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b. MAPSCRN.GRF — Saved map background screen for
graphics.
c. SKWTSCRN.SPC — Plot specifications that describe the
currently saved SKEW-T (normal) background
screen. Used to determine when to redraw
and save a new background screen.
d. SKWTSCRN.GRF — Saved SKEW-T background screen for
graphics; normal.
e. ZOOMSCRN.SPC — Plot specifications that describe the
currently saved SKEW-T (zoomed) background
screen. Used to determine when to redraw
and save a new background screen.
f. ZOOMSCRN.GRF — Saved SKEW-T background screen for
graphics; z oomed.
Files which are rewritten while plots are displayed but
are not deleted,
a. DATACOM.CON — Contains current common block values.
Used when transferring control between
graphics programs,
b.SHOWSLID.PIC — File that contains the name of the
previously saved graphics screen that has
been chosen for display,
c. SCRATCH.WRK — Temporary work file used for
contouring.
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DEFINITION OF DATA TERMS

1. GRAPHICS.API
This is the graphics data file. It is a temporary file that
contains all the data that will be used in the currently
defined series of plots. The data is logically arranged in
rows and columns. Usually the rows represent time and the
columns represent elements. This is a direct access file with
a fixed record length. It can be viewed using a text editor
but it should not be modified.
2.

FRAME
This is a logical group of rows in the GRAPHICS.API file that
extends across all columns. The grouping depends only on the
data type and plot type. Once these are chosen, it cannot be
changed. For example, a timeseries plot using daily data would
have frames that were equal to one month (rows) of data for all
the selected elements (columns).

3.

BAND
This is a group of all the rows in the GRAPHICS.API file that
will appear on a single graph and extends across all the
columns. The number of rows in a band may be less than, equal
to, or greater than the number of rows in a frame. The
boundaries of a band do not have to align with the boundaries
of a frame. No two bands of data within the same file may
overlap. If, for example, a timeseries plot of daily data
displayed two months of data at a time, then the band would be
equal to two months (rows) of data for all the selected
elements (columns).

4.

PLOT
This is a group of all the columns in the GRAPHICS.API file
that will be displayed together and extends across all the rows
in the band. If, for example, a timeseries plot of daily data
displayed two months of data for two elements, then the plot
would be equal to two elements (columns) of data for all the
rows in the band.

5.

BAND LOCATION BY POSITION
The band starts and stops at a set position (row) in a frame.
For example, if two months of daily data are displayed on a
graph, the band is defined by the following positions:
Start = Row 1 of first frame (month)
Stop = End row of last frame (month)
Span = 2 frames (months)
Note that the length of the bands are not constant because the
number of days in a month vary.

6.

BAND LOCATION BY INTERVAL
The band is defined by a set number of rows and a starting
position. For example, if 14 days of daily data are displayed
on a graph, each band would have a length of 14 rows (days).
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MAJOR SECTIONS OF CLICOM GRAPHICS
A. SETUP
Specify the following:
Plot type
Data type
Elements
Station range
Date range
Data source
Name of graph definition
B. POSITION DATA AND DRAW PLOT
Choose from Graph Mgr Menu:
1. Re-plot
2. Nxt plot
3. Posn data
C. OUTPUT
Choose from Graph Mgr Menu:
4. Output
D. VISUAL CONTROL
Choose from Graph Mgr Menu:
5. Palette
6. Labels
7. Lines
8. Size/Bkgrnd
E. DATA CONTROL
Choose from Graph Mgr Menu:
9. Data
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GRAPH MGR MENU
Choices that apply to all plot types

1) RE-PLOT
2)

NXT PLOT

3)

POSN DATA

4)

OUTPUT

5)

PALETTE

8)

SIZE/BKGRND

FIRST BAND
PREV BAND
NXT BAND
REW BAND
SAVE DEFINITION
SAVE SCREEN
PRINTER
PLOTTER

r

SELECT PALETTE
DEFINE PALETTE

r
I-

CHANGE PRINTER
OPTIONS
SCREEN
HI-RESOLUTION

CHANGE VIEWPORT

CHANGE VERTICAL

-j
CHANGE HORIZONTAL

CHANGE PLOT AREA L

LBKGRND COLOR

POSITION AREA
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GRAPH MGR MENU — LABELS AND LINES
Timeseries graphs

6) LABELS

7) LINES

TITLE
SUB-TITLE
LEGEND
FREE TEXT
LEFT TEXT
RIGHT TEXT
BOTTOM TEXT
AXIS

AXES

COLOR
FONT
SIZE
LOCATION
FONT
SIZE
# DEC LFT AXIS
# DEC RT AXIS
# CHAR BTM AXIS

i- COLOR
- WIDTH
TIC SIZE

HORIZONTAL GRID
h VERTICAL GRID

- TIC/GRID OPTION
- COLOR
- LINE PATTERN
L
LINE WIDTH
"- ELEMENT
- PLOT OPTION

-E

TIC
GRID
NO TIC OR GRID

i- LINE
- POINT
- BAR
L
FILL

- COLOR / FILL COLOR
- LINE PATTERN / HATCH PATTERN
L- LINE WIDTH / BORDER COLOR
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GRAPH MGR MENU — LABELS AND LINES
Map graph type

6) LABELS

TITLE
SUBTITLE
LEGEND
FREE TEXT
LEFT TEXT
BOTTOM TEXT -1
CONTOUR LABEL

COLOR
FONT
SIZE
LOCATION
FONT
SIZE
# DEC

FONT
AXIS -1- SIZE
L- STN MARKERS
- COLOR
- FONT
- SIZE
l_ T Y pE •

[- NONE
- CHARACTER
- STN-ID
- NBR - GOOD VALUE
L
DATA VALUE

COLOR

7) LINES

AXES -J- WIDTH
TIC SIZE
- GRID

TIC/GRID OPTION
COLOR
LINE PATTERN
LINE WIDTH

I

DETAIL
MAPLINES -

LINE COLOR ~J
- LINE PATTERN
L
LINE WIDTH

TIC
GRID
NO TIC OR GRID

r- COASTLINES
- RIVERS
- BORDERS
LAKES/ISLANDS
STATES

•- ELEMENT/DATE
- COLOR
- LINE PATTERN
- LINE WIDTH
L
CONTOUR

r- INTERVAL VALUE
- NBR INTERVALS
L
INTERVAL INCREMENT
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GRAPH MGR MENU — LABELS AND LINES
Windrose graph type
6) LABELS -i-

TITLE
SUBTITLE
LEGEND
FREE TEXT —'

- RING LABELS

COLOR
FONT
SIZE
LOCATION
NONE
EAST
NORTH
WEST
SOUTH

7) LINES -r- NUMBER OF RINGS
PERCENT OUTER RING
WIDTH OF SMALLEST BAR
WND SPD GRP #

r

FILL COLOR
HATCH PATTERN

GRAPH MGR MENU — LABELS AND LINES
Skew-T graph type
6) LABELS -T- TITLE
SUBTITLE
LEGEND
FREE TEXT

7) LINES

I

TEMP

-i

DEW PT -1

I- COLOR
FONT
- SIZE
L
LOCATION

COLOR
LINE PATTERN
•- WIDTH
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GRAPH MGR MENU

—

9. DATA

TIMESERIES
GRAPH OPTIONS CONTROL AREA:
1. Title
2. Subtitle
3. Free Text
4. Graph Legend
Value = OFF/HOR/VER
5. Plots/Page
Value = 1
*** NO ENTRY ***
6. Data Range
Low column, low row
High column, high row
7. Band Location
Value = P/I
8. Plot Width
9. Left Axis Title
10. Right Axis Title
11. Bottom Axis Title
12. Left Axis Scale
<
Min... .Value = AUTO/Real number
13. Right Axis Scale <
Max....Value = Blank/Real number
14. Bottom Axis Scale <
Majr.. .Value = Real number(+/-)
<
Minr...Value = 0 / 1
GRAPH OPTIONS DATA AREA:
1. Graf-Axis
Value = L/R

CONTOUR/MAP
DATA
1. Contour Interval Value
2. Graph Options
GRAPH OPTIONS CONTROL AREA:
1. Title
2. Subtitle
3. Free Text
4. Graph Legend
Value = OFF/HOR/VER
5. Plots/Page
Value = 1
*** NO ENTRY ***
6. Data Range
Low column, low row
High column, high row
7. Map Projection
Value = MLR/SCR
8. Plot Width
9. Left Axis Title
10. Bottom Axis Title
11. Lat Scale
< Min....Value = Real number
12. Long Scale
< Max... .Value = Real number
< Majr...Value = Integer number
(whole degrees)
< Minr...Value = Integer number
(tics/division)
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SKEWT
GRAPH OPTIONS CONTROL AREA:
1. Title
2. Subtitle
3. Free Text
4. Graph Legend
Value = OFF/HOR/VER
5. Plots/Page
Value = 1
6. Data Range
Low column, low row,
High column, high row
7. Band Location
Value = P
8. Plot Width
Value = 6
9. Max Pressure for ZOOM

***
***
***
***
***

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

NO
NO
NO
NO

ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY

***
***
***
***

WIND ROSE
GRAPH OPTIONS CONTROL AREA:
1. Title
2. Subtitle
3. Free Text
4. Graph Legend
Value = OFF/HOR/VER
5. Plots/Page
Value = 1
6. Data Range
Low column, low row,
high column, high row
7. Band Location
Value = P
8. Number of Wind Speed
Directions
Value = 8/16
9. Number of Wind Speed
Groups
Value = 1-6
10. Number of Wind Speed
Intervals/Group....Value = 1-50

*** NO ENTRY ***

GRAPH OPTIONS DATA AREA:
Special Case: Row 3
A
Calm+

B

C

Percent of
Calm Winds

D
Mean
Speed

Total Number
of Reports
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FUNCTION KEYS
GRAPH OPTIONS CONTROL AREA:
Fl
Help
F2
Enter
F4/ESC...Abort
PgDn
Data Area
GRAPH OPTIONS DATA AREA:
Fl
Help
F2
Enter
F3
Nxt Band
F4/ESC.-.Abort
F5
Clear Form
F6
Clear Field
F7
Prev Band
F8
First Band
SH-F3....Add Frame
SH-F8....Rewind Band
PgUp
Control Area
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USER DEFINED PLOT DESCRIPTORS
Listed below are plot descriptors that can be defined by the user.
They are arranged by plot type. Within each plot type they are
arranged by the plot data group that they describe (band, plot,
element).
1. TIMESERIES
** BAND **
AXIS DESCRIPTORS
AXIS LINE/LABEL DESCRIPTORS
BACKGROUND COLOR
BOTTOM SCALE
BOTTOM SCALE DIVISIONS
BOTTOM TEXT
DATA RANGE
FREE TEXT
LEGEND ORIENTATION
NUMBER CHARACTERS BOTTOM AXIS LABEL
PALETTE
PLOT WIDTH
PLOT AREA
SUBTITLE
TIC/GRID LINE COLOR
TIC/GRID LINE THICKNESS
TITLE
TITLE/TEXT DESCRIPTORS
VIEWPORT
** PLOT
LEFT
LEFT
LEFT

**
SCALE
SCALE DIVISIONS
TEXT

NUMBER DECIMALS LEFT AXIS LABELS
NUMBER DECIMALS RIGHT AXIS LABELS
RIGHT SCALE
RIGHT SCALE DIVISIONS
RIGHT TEXT
TIC/GRID LINE PATTERN
TIC/GRID TYPE
** ELEMENT **
LINE DESCRIPTORS
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2.

MAP
* * BAND * *

BACKGROUND COLOR
BOTTOM TEXT
CONTOUR LABEL DECIMAL PLACES
CONTOUR LABEL FONT,SIZE,ASPECT
FREE TEXT
LAT/LON RANGE
LAT/LON SCALE
LAT/LON SCALE DIVISIONS
LEGEND ORIENTATION
MAP DETAIL
MAP LINE DESCRIPTORS
MAP PROJECTION
NUMBER OF USER INTERVALS USED
PALETTE
PLOT AREA
PLOT WIDTH
STATION MARKER FONT,SIZE,ASPECT
SUBTITLE
TIC/GRID LINE COLOR
TIC/GRID LINE THICKNESS
TITLE
TITLE/TEXT DESCRIPTORS
VIEWPORT
USER CONTOUR INTERVAL LIST
** PLOT **
CONTOUR INTERVAL TYPE
LEFT TEXT
TIC/GRID LINE PATTERN
TIC/GRID TYPE
STATION MARKER COLOR
STATION MARKER TYPE
** ELEMENT/DATE **
CONTOUR LINE DESCRIPTORS
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3 . SKEWT
** BAND=PLOT * *
BACKGROUND COLOR
FREE TEXT

LEGEND ORIENTATION
PALETTE
PLOT AREA
SUBTITLE
TITLE
TITLE/TEXT DESCRIPTORS
VIEWPORT
** ELEMENT (TEMP, DEWPT) **
LINE COLOR
LINE PATTERN
LINE THICKNESS
4. WIND ROSE
** BAND=PLOT **
BACKGROUND COLOR
FREE TEXT
LEGEND ORIENTATION
NUMBER OF RINGS
NUMBER OF WIND SPEED DIRECTIONS
NUMBER OF WIND SPEED GROUPS
NUMBER OF WIND SPEED INTERVALS/GROUP
PALETTE
PERCENT OUTER RING
PLOT AREA
SPOKE WIDTH
SUBTITLE
TITLE
TITLE/TEXT DESCRIPTORS
VIEWPORT
** WIND SPEED GROUP **
SPOKE COLOR
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INSTALLATION and UPGRADE ISSUES

1. PREPARATORY ISSUES
1.1 The Order of upgrading DataEase, DOS and CLICOM
1.1.1 The order to upgrade DataEase and DOS
- Upgrade DataEase (DE-pg.1 )
1. Backup CLICOM Database (DEDATA directory) from within CLICOM
2. Upgrade DataEase version 2.5 to 4.x
( At this point, CLICOM will no longer work)
3. Restore your backup CLICOM Database (DEDATA directory) from within
DataEase
- Upgrade DOS 5.0 (Getting Started Guide)
1. The minimum requirements to complete DOS 5.0 upgrade
a. At least 2.8 MB of free disk space
b. One or two blank diskettes for uninstall disks which use to restore
your previous version of DOS
2. Upgrade DOS 5.0 and Repartition Hard Disk
(Instructions to upgrade IBM LAN and DOS 5.0)
a. Upgrade DOS 5.0
b. Backup your files by using HDBKUP command which is on "Setup" disk
or you can use another program to backup the files on the hard disk
before you reparition your hard disk
c. Repartition and Format Hard disk
d. Restore the files by using HDRESTORE command which is on disk 2 or
you can use another program to restore the files that were on your hard
disk
1.1.2 Install or Upgrade CLICOM
- Install CLICOM 3.0 (B-pg. 1)
- Upgrade CLICOM 2.1 (C-pg. 1)
1.1.3 Why should follow this order ?
- Critical points in upgrading your new version of DataEase are that CLICOM 2.1
expects DataEase database files to be in a particular drive, If you repartition
your hard disk first, the upgrade process will not work.
- Upgrade DataEase will keep the DataEase System files in the same drive and
directory. The drive letter and name of your DataEase system files have been
set in CLICOM batch files
- Upgrade DOS in second step will avoid of changing the drive letter that have
been assigned in CLICOM batch file if you intend to repartition your hard disk.
- It is convenient way to upgrade DataEase , DOS and CLICOM in this order
and avoid making modifications in CLICOM batch files.
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1.2 Recommendation on Using DOS 5.0, versus 4.x
1.2.1 New Features in DOS 5.0
- Loads DOS into extended memory (High Memory Area)
- Loads device drivers into Upper Memory Area
- Creates large disk partition easlily
- Frees more conventional memory for large programs
- Improves your system's speed and performance
- Includes DOS Editor, a full-screen text editor with drop-down menus that you can
use to create or modify text files
\2J2 Recommendations for Using DOS 5.0
- The SHARE program is no longer needed in DOS 5.0 when you have a large disk
partition
- Saving memory when running the IBM PC LAN, because "it is no longer necessary
to install the IFSFUNC.EXE and REDIR.SYS in config.sys file
1.2.3 Single Partition Sector/Cluster Size
- The Cluster size varies with the disk format
- The file area is allocated as needed in chunks of contiguous sestors
1.2.4 Problem with DOS 4.x
- Operations of DataEase within CLICOM are restricted. If the SHARE program is
loaded from CONFIG.SYS file, the operations will not work:
1. Export data by observation in ASCII ( Menu 22 - EXPOBS)
2. Produce/Update inventory information (Mneu 2.7.4 - INVENTOR)

- The warning message will be issued if the partition size of hard disk is larger than
32 MB, if the SHARE program is not loaded or is not in the root directory.

FREES CONVENTIONAL MEMORY
DOS
VERSION
3.30
4.00
5.00

MAXIMUM FREE
CONVENTIONAL
MEMORY
583K BYTES
562K BYTES
S03K BYTES

MAXIMUM FREE CONVENTIONAL
MEMORY ON A PC LAN NETWORK
SERVER

READER

391 KBYTES
361K BYTES
403K BYTES

502K BYTES
475K BYTES
532K BYTES

NOTE : These number may vary on different hardware and software
configurations.
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1.3 DATAEASE 2.5 and IBM PC LAN 1.34 with DOS 5.0
1.3.1 Unable to access DataEase 2.5 from the reader's computer on the network
(Under DOS 5.0 and IBM PC LAN 1.34)
1.3.2 Recommend upgrading DataEase to 4.x if upgrade to DOS 5.0
1.3.3. Recommend upgrading IBM PC LAN 1.34 to provide compabiiity if upgrade DOS 5.0
1.4 NEW NORTON EDITOR and DOS 5.0'S EDITOR
1.4.1 New features in Norton Editor version 1.5
- Norton Editor (NE.EXE) is a full screen editor with pull-down menus and mouse
support for creating and editing text files
- Norton Classic Editor (NCE.COM) is an update of the original Norton Editor
1.4.2 DOS 5.0'S EDITOR
- DOS Editor is a full screen editor you can create, edit text files
- DOS Editor requires the file QBASIC.EXE must be in the same directory as the file
EDIT.COM
1.4.3 Make modifications in your CLICOM batch file (\CLICOM\BATCH\ED.BAT)
If you do not use Norton EDitor
1.5 IBM 3363 OPTICAL DISK DRIVE
1.5.1 IBM 3363 Optical Disk Drive is no longer support by IBM
1.5.2 If you upgrade your DOS from 3.3 to 4.0 or 5.0 you must upgrade your Optical
Disk program to version 1.02D
1.5.3 Copying to/from Optical Disk is significantly slower with DOS 4.0 or 5.0

p-
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NETWORK ISSUES

4.1 HALOID
4.1.1 HALOID for reader's computer
- HALOID is needed for the network reader computers which have different
configuration with the server computer (e.g. graphic display device) when
running CLICOM on the network
- CLICOM requires a separate subdirectory for each reader. So that, each
reader will have an unique HALO environment ID for HALO program. The
HALOID is set in the CLICOM.bat file in the reader's \CLICOM\RDR
subdirectory
4.2 COSORT
4..2.1 COSORT will not work in reader's computer with a hard disk
- COSORT directory must be on the reader's hard disk. The program,
COSORT, keeps an internal setting of the drive onto which it is selected at
installation. If the COSORT program is not found on the selected drive or
has been modified, the user should restore it or install COSORT on the
reader's hard disk.
- The work space for COSORT must be on the reader's drive which should
has sufficient space to hold the work files.
- The COSORT will improve speed and performance if the work space is on
the reader's drive.
4.3 NET START
4.3.1 NET START with DOS 5.0
1. NET START with HIMEM.SYS and DOS=HIGH
- If you install the HIMEM.SYS device driver to manage programs' use of
extended memory and of the high memory area (HMA), you must allocate
the specify the amount of extended memory for the Interrupt 15H
interface. This parameter is required for IBM PC LAN to use of extended
memory with /EXM parameter
2. NET START with SMARTDRV.SYS
- The IBM PC LAN will not work if you use a disk cache in extended
memory
4.3.2 New parameters in IBM PC LAN version 1.3 or 1.34
- The /NSI parameter removes the Base Service menus in memory, saving
approximately 48 KB of storage. This parameter is valid for Server
configuration only
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Instructions to Upgrade IBM PC Local Area Network Program and DOS 5.0

I. Introduction
The IBM PC Local Area Network Program Version 1.33 or earlier does not provide the
compatabiiity with DOS 5.0. Therefore, you must upgrade your IBM PC LAN to version 1.34.
The following procedures provide you step by step to upgrade DOS 5.0 and IBM PC LAN
version 1.34.
II. Upgrade DOS 5.0 and Repartition Hard Disk
The upgrade DOS 5.0 will upgrade your current version of DOS (i.e. DOS 3.3 or later). Before
upgrading DOS 5.0 on your computer, ensure that your computer has enough free disk space on
your hard disk. The upgrade DOS 5.0 requires to have at least 2.8 MB of free space on your
hard disk. If you do not have enough free space, you have to copy files onto another disk or
delete unnecessary files. If you want to repartition your hard disk, you must back up your current
files. Once you change the size of partition, you must delete the existing partitions and create
new partition. All files on the existing partition will be lost. The follow instructions provide the
necessary steps to upgrade DOS 5.0 or to repartition your hard disk.
A. Upgrade DOS 5.0
The upgrade disks supplied with DOS version 5.0 does not start your computer. You must
start your computer with current version of DOS. Follow the steps below:
1. Remove any memory-resident programs from your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS
files
2. Restart your computer.
3. Prepare one or two blank disks to store your orginal DOS files.
4. Insert disk 1 - "Setup" in drive A.
5. At the DOS prompt, type A:SETUP and press Enter.
6. Follow the instructions on screen.
7. After completing the upgrade procedures, create a system disk. So that, you can use to
start your computer if your hard disk fails. For more information about making a system
disk, see the DOS User's Guide and Reference.
Note: During the upgrade procedures, SETUP program prompts you to insert the uninstall
disk in drive A. The purpose of the Uninstall Disks is to restore your previous
version of DOS. You can't use the Uninstall Disks if you have repartitioned or
reformatted your hard disk.
B. Repartition Hard Disk
If you intend to repartition your hard disk, you must upgrade DOS 5.0 before you repartition
your hard disk. To change the size of an existing primary partition, you must delete the existing
partition and create a new one. If you need to change the size of your partition, you must use
FDISK to change the existing partitions on a hard disk. The FDISK destroys all existing files
in the partition you are modifying. You can back up your files by using Setup program or
BACKUP command from your current version of DOS or you can use another program. The
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setup program will estimate approximately how many floppy disks you need for backing up your
files. A few additional steps are required for back up and repartition your hard disk. These steps
are following:
1. Upgrade DOS 5.0 follow steps as above
2. Restart computer after you finish upgrade your new version of DOS
3. Back up your hard disk by using setup program
a. Insert Disk 1 - "Setup" in drive A.
b. At the DOS prompt, type ArHDBKUP and press Enter.
c. Follow the information on screen and press the Enter key to continue through the
process.
d. After the backup is done, quit the Setup by press F3.
4. Create a working disk by using you new version of DOS 5.0
a. Insert a blank diskette in drive A.
b. Enter the following command:
FORMAT A: /S
c. Copy the necessary files from your new version of DOS onto the
working disk as follow:
COPY C:\DOS\FDISK.EXE A:
COPY C:\DOS\FORMAT.COM A:
5. Repartition and format your hard disk
a. Insert the working disk in drive A.
b. Restart your computer.
c. At the DOS prompt, type A:FDISK and press Enter.
d. When the FDISK program starts, the FDISK main menu will appear.
e. To change the size of an existing partition from your hard disk, follow the steps below:
1. From the FDISK menu, choose the option 3, Delete DOS partition or Logical
DOS Drive, and press Enter.
2. The menu displays a "Delete DOS Partition or Logical DOS Drive", type 1 to
choose the option, Delete Primary DOS Partition, and press Enter.
Note: if your hard disk has one or more logical drives in the extended DOS
partition, you must first delete each logical drive in the extended partition,
then the extended partition itself before you can delete the primary. For
more information about Deleting a Partition or Logical Drive see DOS 5.0
User's Guide and Reference.
3. FDISK displays the status of the Primary DOS Partition, type the number
corresponds with the drive letter, and type the volume label of the primary
partition you want to delete.
4. Type Y to delete the partition and press ESC to return the FDISK menu. DO
NOT quit the FDISK program.
5. From the FDISK main menu, type 1 to choose the option,
"Create DOS Partition or Logical DOS Drive".
6. Choose the option 1, Create primary DOS Partion and press Enter.
7. Type Y.
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Note: Answer Y, If you want to use the maximum size on the hard disk for a
Primary DOS Partition and make the partition active. Otherwise, Answer
N, the FDISK prompts you to create a smaller primary partition. Then,
you must create logical drives in extended partition, refer to DOS 5.0
User's Guide and Reference for more details on Create an Extended DOS
Partition.
8. Leave the working disk in drive A and Press any key to restart your computer.
6. After you created partitons on your hard disk, you need to format the new partition by
using the FORMAT command from working disk in drive A. At the DOS prompt, enter the
following command:
A:FORMAT C: /V/S and press Enter
Note: If you have created logical drives in an extended DOS partition, you must use the
FORMAT command to format each new partition separately.
7. Restart your computer
8. Restore your backup files using the setup program
a. After you finish format the new partition on your hard disk, the
last step is restoring your backup files. Insert disk 2 in
drive A.
b. Type A:HDRSTORE and press Enter.
c. Follow the instructions to restore the files that were backup
files on your hard disk.
d. When you finish restoring your files, remove the disk from your
floppy disk drive.
e. Restart your computer.

III. Upgrade IBM PC Local Network Program version 1.34
After upgrading DOS 5.0 on your computer, you also need to update your IBM PC LAN
Program version 1.34 to provide compatability with DOS 5.0. If your IBM PC LAN Program
current version is 1.3 or earlier, the Corrective Service Diskette (CSD) provides the procedures
to update your IBM PC LAN Program. This section contains two procedures: one for updating
your existing IBM PC LAN Program and one for updating your backup copies of the PC LAN
Program product diskettes.
1. Upgrade the existing IBM PC LAN Program
a. Make sure your NETWORK directory name is one of the following directories:
-C:\PCLP13BS
- C:\PCLP13XS\NET1_30
-C:\PCLP13XS\IMAGES
- C:\APPS\NET1_30
- C:\NETWORK
NOTE: Before you upgrade the IBM PC LAN Program, you must make sure that your
network directory name is one of the directories name listed above. Otherwise,
the upgrade procedures will not update because of the directories known to the PC
LAN Program are not found. If you have the IBM PC LAN Program version 1.2
and you have not upgraded to version 1.3 or later, the upgrade will not update.
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You must replace these files manually, refer to the section 2 "MANUAL UPGRADE
THE EXISTING PC LAN PROGRAM" below. Otherwise, you must upgrade your
PC LAN Program to version 1.3 or later before you can use the Corrective Service
Diskette to upgrade your PC LAN Program version 1.2.
b. Insert the Corrective Service Disk 1 in drive A.
c. Type A:INST134I and press Enter.
d. Follow the instrutions on your screen.
e. After finish upgrading the IBM PC LAN Program, you need to remove some name of
programs and its version from version table. Before the IBM PC LAN Program 1.34 can
run on DOS 5.0, you must use the SETSVER command from DOS 5.0 to remove name
of programs from version table. The name of programs and its version list below:
NET.COM
NET.EXE
REDIR.EXE

3.30
4.00
4.00

f. Make sure the statement DEVICE=C:\DOS\SETVER.EXE in CONFIG.SYS file. For more
information about SETVER command, see DOS 5.0 User's Guide and Reference.
g. To delete the name of programs from version table, enter the follow commands:
1. Type SETVER NET.COM ID and press Enter.
2. Type SETVER NET.EXE /D and press Enter.
3. Type SETVER REDIR.EXE /D and press Enter.
h. After udating the version table, you must restart your computer before the changes will
take effect.
i. Replace the files (such as MODE.COM, PRINT.EXE, SHARE.EXE) in your
PC LAN Program directory with the new version DOS 5.0.
2. Manual upgrade the existing IBM PC LAN Program
If you have not use the Network Program Installation Utility to install the PC LAN Program
initially, then you need to upgrade PC LAN Program manually by using the UNPACK utility which
found on the "Corrective Service Diskette 1" to copy the new files to your network directory. The
command has the following format:
UNPACK [drive name]:\[path]\[filename.ext] [drive name]:\[path]\[filename.ext]
For example:
A:UNPACK A:\REDIR.EXE C:\NETWORK\REDIR.EXE
The following files need to replace in your network directory:
- CACHE.COM
- NET.COM
- NETWORK.MSG
- NETBI0S.COM
- NETWORK1 .CMD
- PSPRINT.EXE
- NETWORK1 .SCN
- RECEIVER.COM
- NETWORK2.CMD
- REDIR.EXE
- NETW0RK3.CMD
- REDIR.SYS
- REDIRIFS.EXE
- REDIR50.EXE
After you finish replacing all files in the network directory, you must copy M0DE.COM,
PRINT.EXE, and SHARE.EXE files from your DOS directory (upgraded DOS 5.0) to your
network directory.
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3. Upgrade backup copies of the IBM PC LAN Program product diskettes
a. The upgrade PCLP 1.34 requires to have at least 1 MB of free space on your hard disk
and a diskette drive.
b. Insert the CSD disk 1 in drive A.
c. Type A.INST134U and press Enter.
d. Follow the instructions on your screen.
Note: The upgrade will copy files from CSD diskettes and stores in the temporary
C:\IADIR directory, then prompts you to insert the backup copies of PC LAN
Program product diskettes in drive A. At the end of this process, the upgrade will
remove the C:\IADIR directory and leave the file PCLPTIDY.BAT on your fixed
disk. This file you can delete later.
Once you have completed the upgrade backup copies of the PC LAN Program product
diskettes to version 1.34. You can use the Installation Utitliy diskette to install the PC Local Area
Network Program on the brand new system.
IV. IBM DOS 5.0's incompatability
The following of DOS commands have been found incompatability. However, These errors
were corrected. You may request a Corrective Service Diskette (CSD UR36603) to update your
DOS 5.0. The list below are brief description the errors of each command.
DOS commands
XCOPY
BACKUP
QBASIC
DOSSHELL
EMM386
REPLACE
MIRROR
GRAPHICS

Description of error
Wrong output when using IE IS switches, sets error level incorrectly
Backup fails to backup all files
Enables QBASIC and QEDIT Compatability
DOSSHELL takes 27 seconds to load, DOSSHELL.INI corrupted
from CTRL-ALT-DEL, DOSSHELL canl edit Dialog Box if length is
max
INT 19H fails with EMM386 and DOS=HIGH
REPLACE /a returns error
MIRROR fails with /T switch and DOS=UMB,lt doesn't enable INTs
correctly
Print screen of graphics display gets garbage
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THE CLEOCM ARCHIVING PROCEDURE AS USED IN BAHRAIN

1.

Reorganize selected data type twice to remove all deleted records.

2.

Sort and re-index the selected data type.

3.

Count the number of records to be archived.

4.

Export the records to be archived in CLICOM ASCII format to the file
D:CLICCM.XXX; where XXX = data type (HLY, DLY, IOD or MLY).

4.

In DOS run ARCHIVE.BAT with the following command:
... ARCHIVE ttt filename
where:

ttt = data type (this becomes the archive filename
extension)

filename = name of the archive file
(see I. ARCHIVE DATA FILES for proper
names)
6.

ARCHIVE.BAT will copy and verify D:CLEODM.XXX onto a minidata
cartridge tape and onto a 3.5" floppy disk. If the records are out of
order or a field is missing the programme will stop indicating that
the archive has failed. At the end of the programme the number of
records archived will be displayed. If this does not match the number
of records previously determined in step No. 3 then the archive has
failed.

ANNEX XVI
EXCERPT from CLUG News Issue No. 1
"The Asearï Sub-Committee on Meteorology
and Geophysics"

HOW TO LOAD AND ARCHIVE - A STEP BY STEP GUIDE
(i)

Ensure all data are verified.

(ii)

Enter DataEase to see what data is on-line, if not retrieve the necessary data on-line.

(iii)

Copy the .TWF and .IDX files to a backup diskette.

(iv)

Load the data (CLICOM Main Menu Option 3, signed on as WRITE or ADMIN).

(v)

Enter DataEase with "ADMIN" authority.

(vi)

Re-index the FORM. (DAILY DATA & etc.)

(vii) View the data to check if they are loaded properly.

If the data had been loaded properly.
(viii) XCOPY the .TWF & .IDX files from the BLANK ZERO-BYTE files disk to
overwrite the existing files in C:\CLICOM\DATA directory.
(ix)

New data can now be entered.

(x)

Export the data to OFF-LINE for temporary backup. ARCHIVE the data to OFF-LINE
ONLY if the data are complete, (e.g. One full year of data).

(xi)

You may check your archive data by:
a. Delete the relevant data (e.g. DAILY, SYNOPTIC etc.) from ON-LINE.
b. RETRIEVE by Option 8 FROM OFF-LINE archived data.
c. Enter DataEase to see if the data were actually archived.

(xii) Repeat the loading and archiving process if found data not loaded or archived properly,
(xiii)

Keep the archived media ( Optical disk or floppy disks) safely away.
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Introduction to the program SUIVI
{. History
SUIVI is the French word for "assessment". The program that carries that name is
designed to make decadal computerized treatment of meteorological parameters for crop
monitoring and forecasting as easy as possible.
The development of" the program is undertaken, because Uiere seemed to be no program
available to do this task in a user-friendly way. At Agrhymet (Niamey, Niger) try-outs
with CLICOM were a failure, partly because CLICOM does not allow data-entry on a
dekadal basis, partly because CLICOM can not be manipulated easily to export the data
in formats of analyzing programs such as LOTUS 123, SURFER and IDA.
2. What can SUIVI do?
The main options of the program are:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Data-entry of daily and dekadal meteorological parameters. The data-entry can by
done on a daily, dekadal, monthly and seasonal basis. New meteorological
parameters can be added by entering its specifications.
Calculation of derived meteorological data used for crop monitoring such as P£T.
This calculation is based on user-defined formulas. With this approach it is
possible to calculate virtually every meteorological parameter, that can be derived
from others.
Production of printable tables in a user-defined lay-out which can be included in
decadal bulletins or used for reporting purposes. Tables can consist of the entered
and derived parameters and comparisons with a user-defined historical period (e.g.
1961-1990).
Production of graphs (both bar and line) representing one or more meteorological
stations, each graph containing one or more meteorological parameters. The
graphs can be saved in PCX format which can be imported in WordPerfect,
Pagemaker and other wordprocessing programs.
Exportation of the meteorological and derived parameters in various file-formats
needed by most of the programs used in data-analysis (LOTUS-123, SURFER,
IDA, FAO etc.)

Moreover:
the table, export-producing and graph-routines are highly flexible. The stations to
be included as well as the parameters to use can be defined by the user in stationlists and parameter-lists
the program is fully translatable by a non-computer- expert in every possible
language
it has a build-in case-sensitive HELP-facility. This means that, on user demand,
it displays a Help-screen related to the part of the program with which the user
is working
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it contains a simpie editor to examine the created products
it provides a file-manager to simplify tasks like coping, renaming and printing
files
Although the program can compare current meteorological data with long-year means,
the program is not designed to manage a long-year database of meteorological parameters.
That is the area where CLICOM and CLIMBASE {an Agrhymet-developed historical
database-manager) are best. Data can be exported to those packages to perform other
types of analysis.
3.

txpon-formats
To make the program successful it must be able to act as a spider in the web of early
warning related, computerized analyzing tools. Therefore it is extremely important to
have good export-facilities to all the packages. We would therefore be very grateful if the
different projects could send us a list of computer-packages they use and/or the export
formats they need. Additional information can be obtained from:

Peter Hoefsioot
FAO - GCPS/RAF/232/JPN
P.O. Box 3730
Harare - Zimbabwe

ANNEX XVIII
WORLD ME1HDROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
AGRICULTURAL MEIBOROLOGY PROGRAMME

OFTDATA.EXE
A CLICOM compatible software programme for the calculation
of meteorological inputs to agricultural research

WMO, Geneva, 1992
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1. Introduction.
CLICOM, the climatological data base, is now being used in several
countries and international research institutions. It performs a wide
variety of tasks related to climatological data processing. Because of its
complexity and the need for a simple application which could extract the
stored meteorological data, calculate the statistics on a decadal, monthly,
yearly and overall basis, and display the results on the screen, it was
decided to create an application program which could do so. Furthermore,
options should be included to save the extracted data in a crude ascii format and formated tables. To allow the user to adapt the program to his
wishes (e.g. standard error instead of standard deviation or other meteorological parameters), the program should also have some options to enhance
its flexibility. The meteorological parameters which should be considered
in the standard default setting are: Precipitation, Minimum Temperature,
Maximum Temperature, Maximum Relative Humidity, Insolation and Average
Windspeed. In short, the envisaged program should make a better use of this
climatological data base possible and the analyzing simpler.
OPTDATA.EXE is an attempt to provide the user with a tool to analyze and
extract data from CLICOM and has the features mentioned above. It is a
program that uses 2 set-up files: one to control the output and another one
that offers the possibility of indicating which statistics you wish to
include in your analysis. Its design is not completed and you have to
consider this version as a prototype. Therefore, if you have any comments
or suggestions, or if you find a bug, do not hesitate to contact WMO in
Geneva.

OPTDATA.EXE is developed by Iwan Supit (Hopeless Productions) with help
from Roger Stern (ICRISAT) using the Turbo C++ compiler of Borland.
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2. Installation.
OPTDATA.EXE looks for the file named CLICOM.BAT in one of the directories
of your path. So you have to make sure that this file is available. If it
is not somewhere in your path, you have to create it. It does not have to
contain any commands. An empty shell is enough. However, if you want to
include batch commands in CLICOM.BAT it will not interfere with OPTDATA.EXE. It is important that the name of CLICOM.BAT exists. The contents do
not have any importance for the functioning of OPTDATA.EXE. Normally,
during the installation of CLICOM a CLICOM.BAT is created on directory
c:\clicom. If this is the case, you only have to check whether c:\clicom is
a part of your path.
Example:

path c:\;c:\dos;c:\util;c:\clicom
CLICOM.BAT has to be on one of these directories.

The next step is to copy the OPTDATA.EXE file to your disk. It is advisable
to create a special (sub)directory. OPTDATA.EXE creates/appends/deletes
files and therefore, to avoid any interference with other existing files,
it is better that OPTDATA.EXE has its own (sub)directory.
Example: c:\md output
c:\cd output
copy a:\OPTDATA.EXE c:\output
It is also possible to have OPTDATA.EXE on a different disk drive. OPTDATA
will search for the CLICOM data file on the disk drive where CLICOM.BAT is
located.
After you have copied OPTDATA.EXE to your hard disk, for example to
c:\output, you have to copy the dialog and set-up files to the same
directory. There are 4 dialog files:
FIELDS.C, DIAL0G1.C, DIAL0G2.C and DIAL0G3.C, and 2 set-up files: SETTINGS. C and ADMNSTR.C.
Example: copy
copy
copy
copy

a:\DIALOG?.C
a:\SETTINGS.C
a:\ADMNSTR.C
a:\FIELDS.C

c:\output
c:\output
c:\output
c:\output

OPTDATA.EXE uses these files to communicate with the user and to specify
the output modes. In a later stage it will be explained to you how
OPTDATA.EXE can be adapted according to your wishes by changing these
files.
OPTDATA.EXE has a limited help option. If you wish to make use of this
option you have to copy the help text OPTDATA.HLP to the subdirectory
c:\clicom\help. The help text can be changed and adapted to your wishes. If
you want to change OPTDATA.HLP it is advisable to use NORTON EDITOR. You
can only use the standard ascii characters. DO NOT USE tabs, control or
escape characters, because they will not be recognized by OPTDATA.EXE.
Example: copy a:\OPTDATA.HLP c:\clicom\help
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OPTDATA.EXE can work with different screens. The screen driver which
belongs to your type of screen should also be copied to the same
(sub)directory as OPTDATA.EXE. The screen drivers are included on your
diskette and they have the extention .BGI. These screen drivers may be used
freely but the copyright remains with Borland!
Example: copy a:\EGAVGA.BGI c:\output

3. Getting Started
After you have copied OPTDATA.EXE and the dialog and set-up files to, for
example, c:\output, you have to move to the directory in which OPTDATA.EXE
resides and type OPTDATA. The following dialog box will appear on your
screen

Please Enter the Selection Information
Begin Station
Begin Year/Month

_
/.

End Station

—

End Year/Month

J..

It looks just like a normal dialog box used in CLICOM. There is a small
difference however in its operation. The tab keys do not have any function.
You can use the arrow keys, the ENTER key, the INSERT key, the HOME key,
the PAGE UP key and the PAGE DOWN key. If you press the ENTER key the
cursor will jump to the next field. If the OPTDATA.EXE is in the INSERT
mode vou will see a flashing cursor. By pressing the INSERT key the cursor
will change to its normal form.
You can extract/analyze either one station or a group of stations. If you
enter the same station name in the Begin Station and End Station input
fields, you select only one station. If you enter two different names the
range between these 2 stations, including these 2 stations, is selected.
Example: Begin Station 00320159 End Station 00320159
Only one station is selected.
Begin Station 00000000 End Station zzzzzzzzz
All the available stations are selected.
With Begin Year/Month and End Year/Month you can select the period you wish
to consider. BEWARE!!!! There is a difference with the standard CLICOM
dialog box: in this program, only the range of months specified in these
fields are selected.
Example: Begin Year/Month 1983/05 End Year/Month 1984/08
Year 1983 month 05, 06, 07, and 08 are selected.
Year 1984 month 05, 06, 07, and 08 are selected.
As you have seen in the example above the months are coded in the standard
numerical order: January 01, February 02, etc.
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Bv pressing Shift F1 a dialog box with station names appears on the screen.
With the UP and DOWN key you can move the cursor to the station name you
want. If you press the ENTER key the station name is copied either to the
Begin Station and End Station input fields or to the End Station input
field alone, depending on the position of the cursor before you pressed
Shift F1.
By pressing the ENTER key when the cursor is in the last position of the
field End Year/Month, you will go to the next dialog box. It has the same
effect as pressing the F2 key. However, the F2 key is independent of the
position of the cursor.
The dialog box which is then displayed on the screen has the following
appearance:

Select the Parameters
1
2
3
4
5
6

Precipitation
Minimum Temperature
Maximum Temperature
Max. Humidity
Insolation
Average Windspeed

Up, Dn, Enter
You can only select a parameter with the ENTER key. The color in which the
name of the parameter is displayed on the screen, will change into cyan on
a red background when the ENTER key is pressed. The cursor will move to the
next parameter, which will be displayed on the screen in black on a white
background. With the DOWN arrow the cursor moves downwards. One parameter
is skipped. The UP arrow moves the cursor upwards. If the cursor passes a
parameter which was already selected, it will deselect this parameter. Its
color will return to its original style. With the F2 key the selected
parameters are transferred to OPTDATA.EXE and the dialog box will
disappear.
After the parameter selection, the input selection dialog box will be shown
on the screen.

Select the Input Source
0 Exit
1 Main Data File
2 Sub Set Already Selected
tt= Up,Dn,Enter

0-2

You can enter your choice in two ways. Either you use the keys 0, 1, and 2:
the dialog box will disappear directly after you press one of these keys.
Or you use the UP and DOWN arrows in combination with the ENTER key. In
this case you put the cursor on the option you choose and the text on the
screen will be displayed in black on white background. The dialog box will
disappear when you press the ENTER key.
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The Main Data File is the data set which is on line in CLICOM. The option
Sub Set Already Selected permits you to work with the sub-set of data you
defined in CLICOM.
The last dialoq box which appears on the screen shows you the possible
output options of OPTDATA.EXE.

Select the Output Source
0
1
2
3

Exit
Crude Ascii
Formatted Tables
Formatted Tables & Screen Graphics

B= UP,Dn,Enter

0-3

You can enter your choice in exactly the same way as mentioned above,
either directly with the keys 0, 1, 2, and 3, or with the UP and DOWN
arrows combined with the ENTER key.

4. Concerning the output.
As mentioned before, there are 3 output options: Crude Ascii, Formatted
Tables and Formatted Tables & Screen Graphics.
4.1. Crude Ascii.
This option copies the data from vour CLICOM data file to a file. The name
of this file is a combination: the first part of the name equals the
station name and the second part (the extension) equals .ASC in the
standard default setting. No statistics are calculated, just a copy of your
data is made which can be used as an input file for other programs.
Example: Station name 00320159
Output = Crude Ascii
Output file: 00320159.ASC. See appendix AI.
4.2. Formatted Tables.
The option Formatted Tables produces files with monthly and decadal tables.
For every parameter a different file is created. The name of the files is
the station name combined with the element number.
Example: Station name 00320159 Parameter = 005 (Precipitation)
Output file: 00320159.005. See appendix A2.
In the standard default mode the following monthly and decadal statistics
are calculated:
- Precipitation: total, standard deviation, mean, maximum,
number of observations > 0.1
- Max. Temp.: mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum.
- Min. Temp.: mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum.
- Max. Rel. Hum.: mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum.
- Insolation: mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum.
- Avg. Windspeed: mean, standard deviation, maximum, minimum.
After every year two summaries are made. One on a monthly basis and one on
a decadal basis. In each of these summaries the statistics are included.
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The summary on the monthly basis also contains the daily observations and
the yearly statistics. Furthermore, for every month the probability levels
of 20%, and 80%, in the standard default setting, are calculated.
The empirical distribution is used. The file names used for these two
summaries are the station name with the extension .YYM for the summary on a
monthly basis and .YYD for the summary on a decadal basis.
Example: Station name
Summary on a
Summary on a
See appendix

00320159
monthly basis: 00320159.YYM
decadal basis: 00320159.YYD
A3 and A4.

IMPORTANT!!
In the standard default setting for precipitation (005) only the
observations > 0.1 are considered. If the number of observations is less
then 10 no probability will be calculated! The mean and the standard
deviation are calculated considering only the observations > 0.1. In the
next chapter it will be explained how you can change this set-up according
to your wishes.
At the end of the process, the overall mean, the overall standard
deviation, the total number of observations smaller and/or bigger than a
certain treshold and the mean of the maximum and minimum observations over
the considered period are calculated. In case of the precipitation
parameter, the mean of the monthly and decadal totals is also calculated.
Furthermore, in the standard default setting the 20% and 80% probabilities
are calculated using the empirical distribution and using all the decadal
and monthly observations.
Example: Considered period 1983/01-1990/12
Month 6 and P 0.20
To calculate the P 0.20 probability all the
observations of all the months of June (8 in total)
are grouped together and sorted. Then the P 0.20 is
calculated.
BEWARE!!
In case of the precipitation parameter, when the range is set
between 0.1 and 99999.0 it is possible that the probabilities are
not calculated because no observations >= 0.1 exist.
The results are written to the file which is named after the station and
with extension .AAA.
Example: Station name 00320159
Output file: 00320159.AAA
See appendix A5.
4.3. Formatted Tables & Screen Graphics.
This option produces screen graphics of the data as well as the same output
files as mentioned above. After you have selected this option, a graphic,
showing also the statistics, will appear on your screen. To continue, you
can press any keyboard key, but the ESC key.
When the ESC key is hit, the program will be aborted. At the end of every
year a yearly screen graphic for each parameter is shown on the screen. At
the end the overall graphics on a monthly and on a decadal basis are shown.
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5. Special Features.
5.1. The dialoq boxes.
There are four dialog box files: FIELDS.C, DIAL0G1.C, DIAL0G2.C and
DIAL0G3.C. By changing these files you can change the text in the dialog
boxes. It is also possible to change the position of the text, or in case
of FIELDS.C, the position of the input fields. However, it is strongly
advised NOT to do so: it will interfere with the proper functioning of the
dialog boxes when the settings are not correct.
Example of the existing dialog box FIELDS.C:
24
64
27
32
67
72

4
4
6
6
6
6

31
71
30
33
70
73

4
4
6
6
6
6

0
0
1
1
1
1

9
51
9
31
51
71

4
4
6
6
6
6

Begin Station
End Station
Begin Year/Month
/
End Year/Month
/

First line: 24 4 (x,y) start position of input field
31 4 (x,y) end position of input field
0 input is alpha numeric (1 = numeric)
9 4 (x,y) position of the text Begin Station
If you change the text, beware of the fact that separate words have to be
connected by underscores!
5.2. Set up.
OPTDATA.EXE uses two files in which the settings are stored. These files
are: SETTINGS.C and ADMNSTR.C. In the following text these two files will
be explained.
5.2.1. SETTINGS.C
2
0
0
0
99999.
88888.
1

Option of Crude Ascii output (0, 1 and 2)
Include Flag
(Yes=1 No=0)
February 29th
(Yes=1 No=0)
Append Files
fYes=1 No=0)
Missing Value
Trace Value
Overall Tables
(Yes=l No=0)

There are three options for the Crude Ascii output. The 0 option copies
data from the CLICOM data file and includes ALL the data. This means that
for example February 29, 30 and 31 are written as missing values in the
output files.
The second option, 1, only copies the existing days in a month to the ouput
files. April 31 is not written as missing in the output files. These two
options produce separate output files for each parameter.
The output file name is the station name with the parameter number as
extension.
Example: Station name 00320159 Precipitation (=005)
Output file: 00320159.005
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Option 1 can be combined with February 29 set (=1). For every year which is
not a leap year, February 29 is written as missing in the output files.
Every year has 366 observations.
Options 0 and 1 can be combined with the Include Flag set ( = 1). The flag
fields used in the CLICOM data file will be copied to the output file.
The third option, option 2, groups all the selected parameters in one file
together as is shown in appendix A1. This was mentioned earlier in
paragraph 4 "Concerning the Output". The flag fields are not included even
when the Include Flag is set.
If the Append Files option is set ( = 1) then the output files, Crude Ascii
or Formatted Tables, will be appended to the files created earlier (if the
same station name occurs). In case the option is not set (=0), then the
earlier produced files are automatically deleted when you run OPTDATA.EXE.
BEWARE!! if you want to keep your results and this option is set, you have
to copy the earlier output to another (sub)directory.
The Overall Tables option controls whether the overall averages are
calculated ( = 1) or not (=0). When this option is switched off the
processing is faster. Therefore, if you are not interested in the overall
averages, set this option to 0.
5.2.2. ADMNSTR.C.
Parameter dialog box (Yes=1 No=0)
>CLIC0M parameter code
r>Calculate Total (Yes=1 No=0)
recalculate Mean (Yes=1 No=0)
r>Calculate Maximum (Yes=1 No=0)
r>Calculate Minimum (Yes=1 No=0)
^Calculate Standard Error (Yes=1 No=0)
^Calculate Standard Deviation (Yes=1 No=0)
r>Number of observations > THIG (Yes=1 No=0)
>Number of observations < TLOW (Yes=1 No=0)
>THIG
r>TL0W
1
-r->Range to be considered
005
0.1 0. 99999.
0.1 2 0 0. 0. 2 .2 .8
003
0. 15. 99999. -99999.
0. 0.
.2
002
0 40. 0. 99999. -99999.
1. 45
.2
015
0 0. 0. 99999. -99999.
0o 0.
.2
046
0 0. 0. 99999. -99999.
0. 0.
.2
056
0 0. 0. 99999. -99999. 1 0. 0.
.2
Monthly graphics (No=0
<J
Points connected=1
Points connected X axis=2)
Y axis (Automatic=0 Manual=1)
<
If Y axis =1: Lower Value Y axis
If Y axis =1: Upper Value Y axis
<•
Number of probabilities to be calculated (max.=5)
First probability: P 20%
Second probability: P 80%

<-»
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The standard set up file, ADMNSTR.C, contains 6 parameters, 005, 003, 002,
015, 046 and 056. It is possible to change these parameters for others; in
this case, you should also change the parameter names in DIAL0G3.C, which
controls the parameter dialog box.
When introducing such a change, you have to bear in mind that OPTDATA.EXE
can only analyze up to 6 parameters. Do not try to enter more parameters
into ADMNSTR.C.
Example:

You decide to analyze Mean Relative Humidity
instead of Maximum Relative Humidity. In ADMNSTR.C
change 015 to 017 and in DIAL0G3.C change
Max Humidity in Mean Rel. Humidity.
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A p p e n d i x Ai
Example of a Crude Ascii output file
00320159
1963 01
1983 01
1983 01
1983 01
i990
1990
1990
1990

12
12
12
12

005
i
2
3
4

0 .. 0
Û..0
û. û
Ù.. 0

003
13.. 9
i4. 2
14..4
16 ,
.u

002
29 . 0

28
29
30
31

0.. 0
ù. 0
0., û
0..0

17. 1
16., 9
21.,1
16., 6

32.. 2
33 . 7
31..4
.5
2/ .

29 . 7
30 . 7
26., 7

0i5
o4 . 0
62 .. 0
57 . 0
57.. 0

046

056

99999 . 0 99999 . 0

99999,. 0 99999., û
99999..0 99999.. 0
99999.. 0 99999.. ù

22., 0 99999..0
30 . 0 99999.. 0
35 .
,0 99999., 0
21,. 0 99999,.0

5.,*i
6.. 7
13., 9
14.. z
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Appendix A2
Example of Formatted tables output.
Maximum Temperature
Station: 00320159

uay

i
3
4
5
6
7
6
0

10

Year: 1964

L>av

38.0
36.5
39.0
39.0
38.5
36.0
36.0
39.2
36.0
37.7

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20

Month: 11

uav
36.5
37.9
37.7
36.7
36.5
36.0
39 .0
39. 0
36.2
39.0

21
22
23
24

36. 5
37.7
3/ . 0
36.5
25 ' 34. 0
32.4
26
32 .4
27
34. 2
26
34.5
29
34.0
30

31
Mean
SDev
Max.

Mm.

36 .4

36.5

.5

.5

39. 2
37.7

39. 0
37. 7

35.0
2.2
36. 5
32.4

Monthly Mean :
Monthly SDev:
Monthiv Max:
Monthiv Mm:

37 . 2
2.. 0
39.. 2
32..4
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Appendix A3
Exaoole of Foroatted Tables output. Sumary on a nonthly oasis.
Precipitation
Station: 00320159

Day Jan

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Total
Mean
SDev
Max
> 0.1
Pr 0.2
Pr 0.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
U.O
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Û.Û

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
——
—
——---

Feb

Year: 1983

Bar

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
Û.Ù 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 Ù.Û
0.0 Û.Û
0.0 O.u
0.0 u.o
0.0 0.0
4.7 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
U.O 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
O.U o.u
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
—
0.0
—
O.u
u.O
4.7 — 4.7
4.7
1

Aor

0.0
0.0
0.0
O.U
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

—-

May

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.0

0.0
0.0
O.U
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
U.O
18.0
9.0
5.7
13.0
2

dun

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Jui

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
O.u
13.3
20.9

O.u

11.5
25.1 20.5

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
45.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 21.5
0.0 0.0
40.4 0.0
0.0 1.5
0.0 0.0
4.1 O.U
0.0 14.5
0.0 0.0
13.2 0.0
u.u 1.8
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2
28.8 0.0
u.O 2b.y
0.0
156.6
26.1
15.6
45.0
6
7.7
43.2

133.1
13.3
9.5
26.9
10
l.o
21.4

Àua

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.7
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
37.1

0.0
0.0
1.1
0.0

5eo

0.0
8.1
4.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
49.7

2.1
0.0
0.0
31.7

0.0
17.5

0.0
6.1
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

13.2

18.9 73.1

0.0

O.u
18.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
u.O
1.9
0.0
O.u

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 u.u
0.0
9i.6
i3.1
13.3
37.1
7
0.7
26.2

Oct

0.0
0.0
u.O
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0

Nov

Dec

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
u.O
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Û.Ù

Û.Ù

0.0 Ù.Û
0.0 O.U 0.0
U.O o.u 0.0
0.0 u.O 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 o.u 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 u.O 0.0
0.0 0.0 O.u
u.O 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
Ù.Û

195.0 3.6
21.7 3.6
25.1
73.1 3.0
9
i
2.1 49.7

Yearly Toial 602.5
jeariv Mean
16.7
Yearly Suev
16.50
Yearly Maxi
73.0
-- Totai ; 0.1
36.
Yeariy Pr 0.2
2.2
- —Yearly Pr 0.8 28.4
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Appendix A4
Example of Formatted Tabies output. Summarv on a decadal basis.
Precipitation
Station: 00320159
Dec

13
14
15
16
i7
16
19
2021
22
23
24
25
26
27

Total

Mean

i4.2
1.5
26.4
12.6
16.6
12.4
16.1
17.7
55.5
15.5
29.6
11.4
17.4
2.2
6.5

i4.2
1.5
9.5
4.3
16.6
i2.4
6.Ù
8.9
16.5
15.5
7.4
3.6
4.3
2.2
3.2

Year: 1964
SDev

iû.5
3.4
2.4
5.9
14.5
7.7
5.9
5.9
2.5

Maxi

#; 0.1

14.2
1.5
20.9
6.4
16.6
12.4
6.2
13.0
27.5
15.5
16.2
10.6
13.1
2.2
5.0

1
1
3
3
1
1
3
2
3
i
4
3
4
1
2
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Appendix A5
Example o-f the Overall TaDles
Precipitation
Monthly average over the period 1982/1 - 1990/12
Station: 00320159
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total
_____
0.6
2.7
1.2
32.7
64.7
114.6
175.2
111.3
13.0

Mean
0.6
5.4
1 .6
13. 1
10.4
12.0
16.8
12.8
10.6

SDev

8.4
2.9
13.4
10.9
12. 1
19.0
14.9
10.7

To be continued - next page

Maxi #> 0.1 Pr 0.2 Pr O.S
0.6
6.9
2.8
21.7
25. 1
33. 2
57.0
37.7
14.3

_____
1
4
6

20
56
86
94
78
11

_____

0.2
0.4
1. 1
1 .4
2. 2
1.8
0.7

4.8
25. 1
18.9
22.4
26.2
20. 3
18.0
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Continuation of Appendix A5
Precipitation
Decadal average over the period 1962/i - 1990/12
Station: 00320159
Dec

Total

Mean

0.6

0.6

2.3
0.4

9.4
1.5

0.1
1.1
1.8
9.4
21.5
8.1
34.0
22.6
34.4
46.8
33.4
72.6
51.5
51.1
45.5
37.3
26.5
10.2
1.2
1.6

0.3
2.9
1.8
12.6
13.2
6.1
12.3
10.7
13.5
14.5
8.8
20.4
14.5
15.3
13.7
12.4
12.2
11.5
1.2
7.1

SDev

Maxi #.-> 0.1 Pr 0.2 Pr 0.8

1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
X0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

0.6

1

12.2
0.7

9.4
1.5

2
2

0.2
4.0

0.3
4.2
1.8
15.i
18.2
11.5
19.4
17.6
21.3
27.1
16.5
43.5
29.0
27.3
27.5
22.4
23.2
14.7
1.2
7.1

3
3
1
6
i3
12
25
19
23
29
34
32
32
30
30
27
21
6
1
2

14.8
i3.9
7.9
i2.5
10.1
10.7
14.4
10.4
24. i
17.4
13.5
14.7
14.0
16.9
12.1
— —
9.3

0.1
0.9
0.6
1.1
1.1
3.3
1.5
0.6
2.5
1.2
3.4
1.2
1.5
1.9
0.9

31.2
24.2
12.7
21.6
16.2
23.4
28.2
16.2
35.3
24.9
27.1
26.4
23.0
16.7
23.9
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SUMMARY OF FEATURES THAT WILL BE CONSIDERED FOR
CLICOM 3.1
I. DataEase
A. Create a new form — station inspection report — that
contains the fields STNID, DATE, TEXT, and possibly
another field that would contain an optional code field
(choice field). This form would include information like
instrument repairs, moves, etc.
II. Data entry, quality control and loading data
A. Upper air data entry
1. Request to flag or mark the tropopause (temperature,
humidity, height); flag max wind, etc,
2. Allow user to modify the key entry form to permit the
addition or replacement of element (i.e. relative
humidity instead of dew point depression)
B. Large key entry files — Determine the source of the
problem
C. Data entry
1. Add capability for remote data entry
2. Make validation and loading more automatic if there are
no major errors.
3. optional double data entry
4. Add the provision to handle cumulative rainfall.
5. Additional flags
a. C — cumulative rainfall — one letter codes need to
be designed for CL, CD, CH, CEOM (end of the month)
b. S — special observation — for example, value
replaces the nearest HLY observation even though it
is not recorded on the hour.
c. L -~ low limit ~ doubtful flag
d. H — high limit — doubtful flag
6. Allow users to list the record headers of data in the
key entry file(.TWF) that has not been loaded into
DataEase.
7. Provide routines to read the key entry data file (,TWF)
when it is partially complete. These routines can be
used is processes such as exporting data (EXPOBS) and
running reports.
8. Allow user to correct the header information entered
into the key entry form (.TWF)
9. Display the mean at the bottom of the key entry form.
Ill. Products
A. Permanent
1. Request to add trace rainfall flag for monthly data —
Incomplete data t=incomplete data
2. Add capability to generate daily data from HLY/15M data
3. Flag generated data as different from observed data.
4. Revise calculations of monthly data from daily data
(DLY2MLY). They should take flags into consideration
and possibly flag the output.
5. Consider the cumulative precipitation flag (C) in the
NORMALS calculation.
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B. Reports
1. Add a call to SPOOLEND just like graphics so they will
print immediately when on the network.
IV. Graphics
A. General
1. Inconvenient to position to the next/prev band. Must
go through two menu choices. Maybe allow special
function keys/mouse switch icon.
2. Allow graphics data file to be saved and reused.
3. Allow printing of predefined plots to be more
automatic.
4. Allow users to change data in Graph Options.
B. Maps
1. Revised world database for map files
C. Wind Rose
2. Plot multiple whole month periods. Currently can only
do one month at a time.
3. Allow user to specify the interval for each wind speed
group
4. Allow windrose to plot a variable number of rows*
5. Operate on partial days: mornings, ... specify
intervals. List this information on plots.
V. Archiving data
A. Clear a data file from on-line — add provision to clear
extremes
B. Backup changed files to diskette (menu choice #6) — allow
the backup to be more selective instead of doing the
entire disk
C. Allow subset files for archiving
VI. Importing data
A. Design a DataEase form that has the same format as the
imported data.
VII. Bugs
A. FORTRAN
1. Menu 5.2 — Choice 1 (Monthly tabulation categories),
also choices 2,3 - 'echo off' flashes on screen before
Norton Editor. This also happens with menu choices
5.1.3 to 5.1.8
2. Menu 5.3.1 (FORTRAN printer configuration)
— run time
error when number base is 'Dr and characters1 are
entered for printer code followed by »nxt pg
3. Menu choice 5.5 (user id's) — SHF3 (Find Prev) does
not work if you are at the end of file.
4. Menu choice 5.6 (revise border color) — SHF3 to
select single lines and new background color. When
saved and redisplayed, the new color and lines are
drawn to the screen initially, but it then reverts to
double lines with cyan on a black background.
5. Menu choice 5.8 — User is asked 'Save form under new
name?'., If you answer 'yes', then between the prompt
for the new name and the prompt for the description
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6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

the screen displaying the form flashes by but it is
too fast to see. It also flashes up after the
description is entered, but it is slow enough to see.
It also flashes by if you say 'no' about saving under
a new name.
Bivariate frequency distribution — If there is not
enough data, the message just flashes by. Add a
pause.
Defining key entry forms — Message saying file
created overwrites the form that specifies QC
elements.
SHF1 - station lookup — to determine fields that can
use the lookup, flag=T and field length=8 — but this
will not work if you have other fields that are length
8, such as filenames. This is why in TRANSFER, TOARCH has no lookup but FRM-ARCH does have lookup.
Archive to offline — Dataset directory information is
written to DataEase even if the archiving process is
aborted with F4.
Field date in DATASET DIRECTORY form
NORMALS errors
a. Count is calculated correctly only if the value is
0/1.
b* Units in NORMAL.PRM are compared to those in
ELEM.DEF even if the related normal calculation is
not chosen,
c. Message indicating incorrect units is difficult to
interpret.

B. Graphics
1. If begin/end station is set to the same value, the
message, 'Too many stations found' is displayed.
2. Selection station list — add 'press any key to
continue' after all error messages to make things more
consistent.
3. Change tic — works correctly only if viewport is set
to entire screen.
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